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Abstract
Terahertz (THz) wavelengths have attracted recent interest in multiple dis-
ciplines within engineering and science. Situated between the infrared and the
microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum, THz energy can propagate
through non-polar materials such as clothing or packaging layers. Moreover,
many chemical compounds, including explosives and many drugs, reveal strong
absorption signatures in the THz range. For these reasons, THz wavelengths have
great potential for non-destructive evaluation and explosive detection.
Three-dimensional (3-D) reflection imaging with considerable depth resolution
is also possible using pulsed THz systems. While THz imaging (especially 3-D)
systems typically operate in transmission mode, reflection offers the most prac-
tical configuration for standoff detection, especially for objects with high water
content (like human tissue) which are opaque at THz frequencies. In this re-
search, reflection-based THz synthetic-aperture (SA) imaging is investigated as a
potential imaging solution. THz SA imaging results presented in this dissertation
are unique in that a 2-D planar synthetic array was used to generate a 3-D im-
age without relying on a narrow time-window for depth isolation [1]. Novel THz
chemical detection techniques are developed and combined with broadband THz
i
SA capabilities to provide concurrent 3-D spectral imaging. All algorithms are
tested with various objects and pressed pellets using a pulsed THz time-domain
system in the Northwest Electromagnetics and Acoustics Research Laboratory
(NEAR-Lab).
ii
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Chapter 1
Motivation for Dissertation Work
This work addresses the field of 3-D terahertz (THz) imaging for a wide range
of applications such as explosives detection and non-destructive evaluation. In the
past 20 years, THz sources and receivers have significantly increased in efficiency
while becoming more compact and affordable. Consequently, different types of
imaging systems are currently being investigated by a variety of scientists and
engineers. The approach demonstrated in this work is among the first of its
kind, combining multifaceted tools from synthetic-aperture radar and spectral
imaging. The end goal is to provide innovative solutions for THz 3-D spectral
imaging. The motivation for this research is:
1. THz source bandwidths are now large enough to view spectral fingerprints
for a variety of chemicals, such as drugs and explosives. To fully utilize
this portion of the spectrum for security and non-destructive evaluation
applications, imaging systems must be able to concurrently provide 3-D
imaging and material characterization.
2. Current THz systems being researched have trade-offs between spectro-
scopic identification performance and depth resolution in 3-D imaging. By
1
using advanced synthetic-aperture (SA) image processing in conjunction
with spectral detection techniques, these issues can be mitigated.
3. Many recent THz tomographic imaging configurations require a rotational
platform and often operate in transmission mode, which may be difficult
to implement in an integrated system. A 2-D synthetic array that utilizes
backscattered radiation can produce 3-D THz images with fine depth resolu-
tion; and a planar geometry will likely be better suited for a manufacturable
THz 3-D imaging system.
4. Often, in a real-world imaging situation, a target material is comprised of
inhomogeneous scatterers and rough surfaces, resulting in random fluctu-
ations in recorded spectra. This effect can cause significant shortcomings
in conventional spectroscopy methods, and in general are not mitigated
with increased signal strength. Advanced signal processing techniques are
required for robust detection of resonance features in real-world conditions.
1.1 Contributions and significance of this work
The following steps, completed as part of the final dissertation, have expanded
the body of knowledge in the THz imaging community.
1. Developed robust THz resonance feature detection methods that are well-
suited for reflection mode. Correlation processing and squared residual
2
methods both utilize sharp magnitude and phase features that are present
in scattered spectra from explosives or other chemical compounds. Each
method’s detection performance is robust to scattering effects due to rough
surfaces.
2. Implemented a broadband 3-D THz SA imaging algorithm. This implemen-
tation was the first of its kind, utilizing a 2-D array and to create high reso-
lution 3-D THz images. A broadband THz system will provide 3-D imaging
with significant depth and lateral resolution. This algorithm was based on
a modified edition of conventional synthetic-aperture radar techniques.
3. Developed 3-D SA spectral imaging algorithms by integrating robust fea-
ture detection techniques with a multiposition sensor array. The 3-D spec-
tral imaging techniques that were developed were correlation processing,
frequency differencing and matched-field imaging.
4. Applied advanced image processing algorithms to real data measured in the
NEAR-Lab THz measurement facility. Once the data were measured, a se-
quence of processing steps were developed to create the final results. A
variety of methods were investigated and quantitatively compared in an
effort to provide the best possible THz imaging solutions.
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1.2 Summary of dissertation
The results shown throughout this work are primarily based on data measured
with a Picometrix T-Ray 4000 THz system in the Northwest Electromagnetic
and Acoustics Research Laboratory (NEAR-Lab). The pulsed system records
time-domain waveforms with accurate phase information necessary for synthetic-
aperture phased-array processing.
Each of the developments presented in this dissertation have been well received
in the THz imaging community. This section outlines the body of the dissertation,
and provides a brief summary of each chapter for a quick reference guide.
Chapter 2 provides a literature search and introduction to THz technology,
THz imaging and the vast implications of this portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The literature search also incorporates synthetic-aperture radar and
remote sensing theory.
Chapter 3 first provides details on current THz material detection techniques.
The chapter also summarizes a study on scattering effects of derivative spectra
at specular and diffuse angles from an explosive simulant.
Chapter 4 shows formulations for three robust chemical detection techniques
(two of which are contributions to this dissertation), namely matched filtering,
correlation processing, and squared residual processing. Later in this chapter,
these techniques are validated with images of a two-sided pellet constructed of
4
α-lactose and high-density polyethylene (HDPE).
Chapter 5 describes broadband THz 3-D SA imaging techniques that have
been developed as part of this dissertation, and shows imaging results from var-
ious dielectric and metallic objects in addition to characterization of imaging
performance.
Chapter 6 combines broadband 3-D THz imaging techniques described in
Chapter 5 with material detection techniques such as correlation processing and
frequency differencing. Spectral surface profiles of a two-sided pellet constructed
of α-lactose and HDPE are presented and discussed.
Chapter 7 introduces the matched-field imaging technique, an extension of
the matched filter for 3-D spectral imaging. This chapter provides 3-D spectral
imaging results from a Monte Carlo simulation comprised of two different species
of dielectric spheres.
Chapter 8 gives concluding remarks and potential future research topics in the
area of THz 3-D imaging for both chemical detection and non-destructive evalu-
ation. Also provided in this section is list of conference and journal publications
that were published as part of this research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
There are three main research fields that all contribute to the 3-D THz spectral
imaging research presented in this dissertation. Those areas are THz technology,
synthetic-aperture radar (and imaging), and spectral imaging. Within each of
these individual areas, there exists a large body of work with many publications.
Synthetic-aperture imaging and spectral imaging are each very mature fields while
THz imaging is relatively new.
The aim of this work is to combine all three of these areas for simultaneous
imaging and spectral characterization, as shown in the Venn diagram in Fig-
ure 2.1. To the best knowledge of the author, at the current time, there has
been no published work that combines each of these three areas. While this work
Figure 2.1: Venn diagram showing three areas feeding into this research work:
THz technology (and imaging), synthetic-aperture imaging, and spectral imaging.
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focuses on explosive (or explosive simulant) detection, the methods discussed are
widely applicable.
2.1 THz technology
Terahertz imaging has attracted recent interest from multiple disciplines within
engineering and science. The THz region of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum,
shown in Figure 2.2, covers 0.3 ×1012 to 3 ×1012 Hz, between the infrared and
microwave regions. With the improvement of ultra-fast laser technology, THz
sources and detectors have been increasing in efficiency since the 1990s [2]. Un-
surprisingly, THz time-domain systems have entered a period of significant in-
novation as researchers continue to find new applications. In particular, THz
imaging technology holds promising applications in counter-terrorism efforts and
non-destructive evaluation.
Figure 2.2: The “THz Gap” shown within the greater electromagnetic spectrum.
THz wavelengths, ranging from 100 µm to 1 mm, are much shorter than wave-
lengths in the microwave region, providing higher resolution imaging capability
than microwave sensors. Another attractive feature of the THz region is that
7
many non-polar molecules, such as clothing and packaging materials, become
transparent at THz wavelengths, while metallic objects contribute strong reflec-
tions. Figure 2.3 shows a THz image (right) of an etched copper circuit board
with Portland State University’s current logo, imaged with a Picometrix T-Ray
4000 pulsed THz system with a one-inch focusing lens. Also shown is an optical
photo of the circuit board (left). The copper remaining on the board after etching
provides the brighest returns in the image.
Figure 2.3: (left) Optical photo of etched copper circuit board with Portland
State University logo. (right) THz image of the same circuit board.
While many materials are transparent in the THz range, many explosive ma-
terials and other chemical compounds, contain unique spectral signatures. This
makes it well-suited for remote sensing security applications. Currently, airports
across the world employ millimeter-wave scanners in addition to other security
8
standbys such as x-rays and physical searches. These scanners, generally op-
erating at less than 100 GHz, produce non-ionizing radiation that is safe for
human exposure, and produce images showing what a person may be carrying
underneath clothing layers. While these systems are capable of spotting hidden
physical objects, they provide little information about the material of interest. A
growing concern is the possibility of improvised explosive devices (IED) passing
security screenings at airports or military checkpoints. Advanced systems must
be able to concurrently image and identify illicit materials by pushing higher into
the THz range and fully harnessing the potential of these unique wavelengths.
There are many research-based ideas for THz sensors that have been demon-
strated for future use. However, there are several commercial THz applications
that are already in use. Radar systems built using the lower THz range have
already found their way into modern ”smart cars” to sense other cars or ob-
jects in close proximity using 77 GHz transceivers [3]. In communications, 60
GHz base stations in close range line-of-site communications are rapidly being
developed [4]. For several years, millimeter-waves have been used in passive at-
mospheric sensing in astronomy [5]. There will likely be many other commercial
and scientific applications if THz sources continue to increase in efficiency and
become more compact and affordable.
While THz systems show promise, a significant amount of work remains.
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Propagation effects, such as narrow water vapor absorption lines, are often seen
in recorded waveforms and can alter THz spectra [6]. For this reason, a reference
waveform is usually recorded before the sample object to account for propagation
effects and the transmitted spectrum of the THz pulse, although they cannot be
completely removed. THz systems are still largely signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and range limited, and higher efficiencies are needed for practical imaging envi-
ronments. Indeed, there is continuing progress in extending the efficiency and
range of THz systems [7].
Scattering effects are another significant issue in the THz range [8]. In the
microwave region, many common surfaces, such as concrete walls, appear as
smooth, largely specular reflectors. At the same time, these surfaces are rough at
optical wavelengths, greatly exceeding the Raleigh criterion for surface roughness.
In the THz range, however, many of these surfaces appear somewhere in between
rough and smooth [9]. While surface roughness can add complexity in a detection
algorithm, it also produces diffuse returns which allow for multiple viewing angles
[10, 11]. In addition, etalon effects (multiple reflections) are often seen at THz
frequencies and can considerably alter THz spectra [12]. Yet these scattering
effects remain poorly understood. Fully understanding the physics of these effects
and their implications removes a significant barrier in THz technology.
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2.2 THz imaging and tomography
The microwave region of the EM spectrum has developed into a robust imag-
ing field. Microwave wavelengths have been shown to be quite capable of pro-
ducing images of larger objects, with applications such as terrestrial mapping
in both active and passive configurations [13]. The microwave region has also
been proven useful in low resolution medical imaging applications such as breast
tumor detection and imaging of other tissues [14], [15]. Microwave wavelengths
can penetrate a variety of materials; however, they are not short enough to gen-
erate high-resolution images for package screening. However, THz wavelengths,
ranging as low as 100 µm, are short enough for such security applications. THz
sensors can provide a higher resolution imaging capability in this area while also
providing spectroscopic information about the imaged material.
THz imaging has been studied extensively to detect explosive devices [16].
There are, in fact, multiple explosive detection techniques such as infrared tun-
able laser spectroscopy [17], Raman spectroscopy [18], and trace detection using
chemical sensors [19]. However, each of these techniques is an invasive technique.
For example, explosive trace detection requires a swab of material to be collected
by swiping across someone’s person. Meanwhile, infrared laser spectroscopy de-
tection requires a pure explosive sample that more closely resembles a laboratory
prepared sample than real-life explosive devices. THz wavelengths, on the other
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hand, can detect explosives efficiently, while offering several other advantages
such as penetration through clothing [16,20].
Typically, THz explosive detection (and infrared techniques) use a transmis-
sion configuration. The material is typically identified by selecting narrow fre-
quency bands around absorption peaks. In reflection mode, the situation is more
complicated, as there are no longer distinct peaks. Instead, reflection signatures
generally resemble an offset wavelet function. One method to resolve a target
signature in reflection mode is to take the first-order derivative of the reflected
amplitude with respect to frequency [10,21]. While the reflected phase also con-
tains target signatures, it is difficult to extract information from the phase directly
due to unwrapping errors. Instead, the second-order derivative of the phase with
respect to frequency can be used [21]. Each of these techniques allows one to view
the reflection spectrum as if it were absorption, and identify the material based
on the location and strength of the peaks. However, these techniques involve
first and second-order derivatives, which amplify the noise, particularly at higher
frequencies with lower SNR.
In addition to explosives detection, there are many other possible applications
for THz waves. Just like neighboring wavelengths in the infrared and microwave
regions, there are a host of non-destructive evaluation and remote sensing appli-
cations that have been developed as the THz gap has become more accessible.
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For example, researchers have recently shown THz to be effective in detecting
faults in integrated circuits [22]. Typically, failure analysis of an integrated cir-
cuit requires removal of the packaging structure, or “decapping.” THz sensors are
able to penetrate packaging layers to reveal interconnecting failures while leaving
packaging intact. THz sensors have also been used in a similar configuration to
detect cracks in manufactured solar panels [23].
THz reflection imaging can be used for a wide range of applications within
non-destructive evaluation. For example, THz sensors have been used to preserve
information from historical documents or artifacts. Recent THz work includes
inspecting layers of artwork, reading text from ink inside pages of historic and
possibly fragile manuscripts, and investigating corroded and mineralized copper
alloys on historical artifacts [24–27]. Many of these sensing capabilities are useful
as a single measurement, but all can be enhanced through combination with an
imaging configuration.
THz wavelengths are also very sensitive to liquid water. For this reason, THz
sensors are capable of measuring water content in a sample with a reflection-
mode THz time-domain system [28]. Recently, THz systems have demonstrated
the ability to sense hydration levels in plants and human skin [29]. THz systems
can monitor water content in paint as it dries on the cage of an automobile [30].
In addition, THz systems have great potential in biomedical applications. It
13
has been shown that THz sensors can detect excised breast tumors and identify
resonances in biological structures such as DNA [31,32].
While there are many ways to produce THz radiation, only two methods
will be discussed here. One method involves heterodyning electronic microwave
oscillators with devices such as GaAs Schottky barrier diodes [33]. THz waves
can also be generated by mixing down from the infrared or optical region [34–38].
Both techniques require some form of non-linear behavior, whether it’s a circuit
component such as a diode (electronic-based source) or a non-linear crystal (laser-
based source).
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Figure 2.4: (a) A THz pulse measured with the Picometrix T-Ray 4000 at the
NEAR-Lab. (b) Spectrum of THz pulse is obtained via a Fourier transform, as
computed by (3.1).
THz sources are typically either continuous wave, meaning that they operate
at a single frequency (narrowband), or pulsed (broadband). This work uses the
later, a broadband source that generates THz waveforms by rectifying very short
optical pulses (∼100 femtoseconds in duration). This is done by illuminating
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a biased, photo-conductive substrate, which acts as an antenna to create time-
domain THz pulses that are reconstructed with electro-optic sampling [39]. A
typical THz pulse and associated frequency spectrum is shown in Figure 2.4. The
time-domain nature of these sources allows easy access to depth information from
a material in a similar fashion to a time-domain reflectometer.
All of these systems are easily adapted to an imaging configuration by me-
chanically changing the position or orientation of the source to create a two-
dimensional grid of pixels [40,41]. Each pixel records either a time-domain wave-
form or swept frequency scattering parameters, depending on the THz source.
3-D THz imaging and tomography have received a lot of recent interest, as high
resolution images can be produced through transparent materials [42]. Typically,
in 3-D imaging or tomography, depth information can either be acquired with
a true time-domain system, or with swept frequency radar chirp processing to
provide range resolution [43]. THz time-domain reflection imaging, in particular,
has been a widely successful way to view hidden layers in dielectric materials [44].
In addition, 3-D imaging can simultaneously offer broadband information about
the reflection spectrum of the imaged material. 3-D THz imaging systems that
provide concurrent spectral information have been researched for applications in
explosives detection, the pharmaceutical industry, and other areas [45–48].
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One such 3-D THz imaging system used for 3-D chemical mapping uses a nar-
row collimated beam that illuminates a 3-D volume and utilizes the time-domain
nature of the THz pulse to get depth information [1], much like B-scan pulsed-
echo ultrasound. The THz collimated beam is raster-scanned in two dimensions.
Slices in depth are produced by isolating sections of the time-domain return, and
the depth resolution is thus related to the width of the time window. However,
spectroscopic information is produced by transforming from the time domain to
the frequency domain. And because the width of the time window is inversely
proportional to frequency resolution, 3-D imaging using this time-gating method
inherently limits spectroscopic capability.
Another 3-D imaging technique relies on fixed-focus confocal imaging. The
THz beam is focused onto a small focal volume, which is raster-scanned in three
dimensions. This can achieve sub-millimeter depth resolution, depending on the
numerical aperture of the lens. However, the 3-D image takes a long time to
create as mechanical scanning is required to form the depth dimension.
2.3 Synthetic-aperture imaging
Synthetic-aperture radar is a remote sensing modality capable of imaging
large areas at high resolution. Synthetic-aperture radar entails the synthesis of
multiple measurements taken by a single sensor as if the set of measurements
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were an array of multiple sensors transmitting and receiving simultaneously.
Conventional processing of recorded synthetic-aperture radar signals produces
a two-dimensional image where each pixel of the image is strongly influenced by
the surface reflectivity and roughness. Synthetic-aperture radar has been em-
ployed primarily with microwave radiation in remote sensing applications. Such
applications include terrain mapping studies [49–51], monitoring of tree density
in forested areas [52–54], and estimating soil moisture content for agricultural
purposes [55–57].
THz SA imaging provides another THz imaging modality that extends tech-
niques used from synthetic-aperture radar. Broadband THz SA imaging is unique
in that in one 2-D scan, it provides images at multiple depths and does not rely
on a narrow time-window for depth isolation. One important distinction and
advantage of THz detection systems, like microwave radar systems, is that they
measure electric field quantities directly and are phase coherent, thus supporting
imaging modalities such as SA imaging [58,59].
THz SA 3-D imaging can be done purely in the time domain with a delay-
and-sum approach, or in the frequency domain [60]. SA imaging relies on diffuse
scattering from the facets of a presumably inhomogeneous material. Therefore SA
imaging is quite robust to scattering effects and is not as sensitive to alignment
as other THz imaging modalities. In addition, broadband THz SA imaging has
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been shown to produce considerable depth resolution [61].
THz SA imaging resembles back-projection algorithms for computed tomog-
raphy that have been explored in the THz range [62–65], which use a transmis-
sion configuration. However, many imaging targets such as the human body
are opaque to THz waves, adding significant complications to transmission-based
computed tomography. In this dissertation, a 2-D THz monostatic synthetic
planar array is investigated to generate THz images at multiple depths using
broadband averaging. The reflection-mode geometry will likely be better suited
for integration into a manufacturable THz system. It will be shown that 3-D
broadband THz SA imaging with considerable depth resolution is possible pro-
vided there is sufficient system bandwidth. If the system does not have wide
enough bandwidth, or if a narrowband system is required, then the object to be
imaged must be in the near-field of the array. To first order, that means that the
length of the array must be at least the square root of the wavelength times the
object distance.
THz phased-array imaging systems do not need to operate with a synthetic
aperture, as it will eventually be possible to manufacture physical arrays of THz
antennas that operate simultaneously. However, in an optical pump/probe setup,
using a single Thz source to create a synthetic array will increase the signal power
at each sensor position, as the laser source will not need to be diverted to multiple
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antennas. In addition, SA imaging can lead to improved lateral resolution over
conventional phased-array imaging [66].
2.4 Spectral imaging and identification
Spectral imaging systems provide both spatial and spectral information, that
can be used to characterize a target. Spectral imaging utilizes the fact that any
given material reflects energy that varies as a function of wavelength or frequency.
Spectral imaging sensors measure the reflectivity of the materials within each
pixel area at multiple spectral bands. Often, spectral imaging is passive in that
all the incident radiation comes from natural sources, such as the sun [67].
Although THz spectral imaging is a new area of research, hyperspectral imag-
ing using infrared sensors is an established research area in the field of remote
sensing. Using optical intensity sensors in a passive sensing configuration, terrain
can be mapped using each geographical features’ varying reflectance. For exam-
ple, different types of vegetation will scatter more or less energy to the sensor as
a function of wavelength. A target feature may have a local spectral variation or
a broadband reflectance that separates it from the background. Typically these
systems operate in several bands, allowing materials to be found based on their
spectral fingerprints [68].
THz spectral imaging is a new and emerging field, coinciding with the advent
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of powerful THz source and receiver pairs, and showing promise in a wide range
of fields. However, there has been particular interest in the pharmaceutical and
defense industries, as drugs and explosive compounds contain unique spectral
signatures in both reflection and transmission.
THz spectral imaging has largely been achieved by applying developed tech-
niques from traditional hyperspectral imaging. The matched filter is considered
one of the most powerful remote sensing spectral imaging techniques [67]. A
simplified version of the matched filter has been demonstrated for THz spectral
imaging in a transmission configuration [69]. However, to fully utilize a matched
filter, an accurate scattering model must be invoked to “match” the measurement
to the chosen situational model. Typically, linear mixing models that assume the
scattering coefficient is a linear combination of the various material present in
the resolution cell [70, 71]. The matched filter has been shown to produce opti-
mal SNR gain if the model accurately describes the measurement, provided that
the clutter covariance matrix for the additive noise is known [67]. In practice,
these items can be difficult to estimate, and target variability caused by random
inhomogeneities can cause shortcomings in matched filter performance [72]. Ex-
plosive materials commonly contain small volume enclosures and rough surfaces.
While such features can complicate detection techniques, they enhance diffuse
scattering [8, 73], which provides a flexible viewing geometry [74,75].
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Chapter 3
THz Time-Domain Spectroscopy
This section outlines basic THz spectroscopy methods in both transmission
mode and reflection mode. This chapter also details the measurement system used
in this work, a Picometrix T-Ray 4000, and concludes with a study on scattering
effects of derivative spectra at specular and diffuse angles of an explosive simulant,
α-lactose.
THz spectroscopy can be done either in transmission mode or reflection mode.
Transmission mode is the most common, as the absorption peaks are much more
pronounced than spectral features from reflection mode spectroscopy. However,
transmission mode requires a laboratory prepared sample that is thin enough to
be transparent in the THz range and cannot have any other opaque objects in the
path between transmitter and receiver. Geometries for both transmission mode
Figure 3.1: Geometry for transmission mode spectroscopy (conventional method;
detector shown in blue) and reflection mode spectroscopy (detector shown in
gray).
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spectroscopy (conventional method) and reflection mode spectroscopy are shown
in Figure 3.1.
Typically, a discrete Fourier transform of the incident pulse is taken to reveal
spectral information. The incident time-domain pulse is denoted as E(tu) and
can be generated in a variety of ways. The discrete Fourier transform for a single
THz pulse is given by
E(fq) = F {E(tu)} =
Nt−1∑
u=0
E(tu)e
−i2π q
Nt
u
, (3.1)
where fq is the q
th frequency point, and Nt is the total number of data points
included in the time series. A typical THz pulse measured in free space is shown
in Figure 2.4(a). The frequency spectrum of the incident THz pulse as computed
from (3.1) is shown in Figure 2.4(b). The spectral resolution after the discrete
Fourier transform is inversely proportional to the width of the incident pulse,
which is decided ultimately by a time window. Usually, each pulse is then zero-
padded after the time window to improve spectral resolution, although doing this
does not add additional information.
In transmission mode, the THz pulse is transmitted through the sample, and
recorded on the other side by a receiver. The electric permittivity describes
a material’s polarizability in response to an external oscillating electric field.
In general, the permittivity is complex and frequency dependent. The relative
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electrical permittivity is given by
ǫ(fq) = ǫ
′(fq)− iǫ′′(fq), (3.2)
with absorption in the material mostly described by the imaginary part of the
permittivity. Since the above permittivity is relative, the actual permittivity can
be found by multiplying by ǫ0, or 8.85 ×10−12 F/m. For this work, the magnetic
permeability is assumed to be that of free space.
When the THz pulse passes through a material at normal incidence with
electrical permittivity, ǫ(fq), the expected transmitted signal strength for each
frequency, is given by
Et = Ein(fq)Ts(fq)e
−iksd, (3.3)
where Ein(fq), is the incident pulse spectrum, d is the sample thickness, and ks
is the wavenumber inside the sample given by
ks = 2πfq
√
µǫ(fq)ǫ0. (3.4)
The combined Fresnel transmission coefficient, Ts(fq), for both the front and
back surface, is given by
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Ts(fq) =
4
√
ǫr(fq)
(
√
ǫr(fq) + 1)2
, (3.5)
where all etalon effects (multiple reflections) are ignored. This is a sufficient
approximation when the sample is thick enough to time-gate all subsequent re-
flections. In transmission mode, a target can be identified by selecting narrow
frequency bands around absorption peaks. In reflection mode, the situation is
more difficult, as there are no longer sharp absorption peaks. The reflected elec-
tric field at normal incidence from a thick sample is given by
Er(fq) = Ein(fq)Rs(fq), (3.6)
where Ein(fq) is the incident pulse spectrum. Again, all multiple reflections have
been ignored. The reflection coefficient, Rs(fq), from the sample material is given
by
Rs =
1−√ǫr(fq)
1 +
√
ǫr(fq)
. (3.7)
One may notice by comparing (3.3-3.7) that the absorption spectrum is highly
dependent on the imaginary portion of ǫr(fq), while the reflection spectrum de-
pends primarily on the real portion of ǫr(fq), which is simply the square of the
index of refraction, n. Figure 3.2(a) shows the absorption coefficient for α-lactose
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Figure 3.2: (a) Absorption coefficient for lactose taken from Lorentz parameters,
with resonance peaks at 0.53, 1.18, and 1.38 THz. (b) Reflection coefficient
at normal incidence for lactose using Lorentz parameters, neglecting multiple
reflections from within the sample. (c) Derivative spectrum for lactose, showing
resonance features at 0.53, 1.18, and 1.38 THz.
(will be denoted as simply lactose for the remainder of the dissertation), which
has absorption features at 0.53, 1.18, and 1.38 THz. Lactose is a powder that is
used as a simulant for explosives, and can be pressed into pellets for convenient
measurements. Both curves in Figure 3.2 were generated with the Lorentz model
for complex permittivity, which includes parameters for width, amplitude, and
location of spectral resonances [12].
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: (a) Kirchhoff surface scattering simulation at normal incidence from a
rough lactose sample. Red curves represent 10 of the individual realizations, while
the ensemble average is shown in black. (b) Negative derivative of simulation
showing features at 0.53, 1.18, and 1.38 THz.
Figure 3.2(b) shows the reflected amplitude at normal incidence for lactose. As
mentioned earlier, one potential method to resolve a target signature in reflection
mode is to take the first derivative of the absolute value of reflected amplitude
with respect to frequency [21]. The negative derivative, E ′r,df , can be written as
E ′r,df = −
d
df
|Er|. (3.8)
The negative derivate spectrum for lactose is plotted in Figure 3.2(c). Clearly
visible in this plot are the lactose features at 0.53, 1.18, and 1.38 THz. The
negative sign is used in (3.8) so the resonance features are viewed as ‘peaks.’
To illustrate the utility of the negative derivative, refer to Figure 3.3(a), which
shows the simulated scattered electric field from a rough surface comprised of
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lactose. This simulation was produced using the Kirchhoff (or tangent plane)
approximation with a transceiver co-located normal to the surface mean. More
details about this type of simulation are provided in Section 4.5. Individual
realizations are plotted in dashed red, while the ensemble average is plotted in
solid black. There is a global downward trend as a function of frequency, which
occurs because the surface appears more rough at shorter wavelengths (higher in
frequency). One benifit of taking the negative derivative is that it acts as a high-
pass filter, removing this trend. Figure 3.3(b) shows the negative derivate spectra,
as computed from (3.8). Figure 3.3(b) accentuates each resonance feature and
filters unwanted global fluctuations.
3.1 Picometrix T-Ray 4000 pulsed THz system
The Picometrix T-Ray 4000, shown in Figure 3.4(a), is a commercially avail-
able pulsed time-domain THz source. It operates by splitting pulses from a
mode-locked 100 femtosecond (fs) fiber laser operating at 1.064 µm wavelength
into a pump beam and a probe beam. The pump beam is used in the transmitter
to excite carriers in a photoconductive bow tie antenna held under a DC bias.
The excited carriers create brief pulses in current across the antenna with each
incident laser pulse. These short current pulses have a rise time on the order of
picoseconds, resulting in a 0.2-3 THz frequency spectrum.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) T-Ray 4000 time-domain spectroscopy system shown configured
for reflection measurements with collinear head. (b) Close-up of reflection sample
stage.
The antenna is affixed to a hyper-hemispherical silicon lens, which directs
the energy toward a polyethylene collimating or focusing lens. The receiver con-
sists of a similar set of lenses that focus the incoming THz pulse into another
photoconductive antenna. After passing through a delay line, the probe beam
excites carriers in the receiving antenna substrate, which are proportional to the
strength of the field. Sweeping the delay of the probe beam with respect to the
pump beam samples the incoming THz pulse at various time points, creating the
time-domain waveform.
The Picometrix T-Ray system can be configured for either monostatic mea-
surements (in which the transmitter and receiver are co-located) or bistatic mea-
surements (in which the transmitter and receiver are separate). The collinear
head is shown in a reflection measurement configuration in Figure 3.4(a) along
with a close-up of the sample stage shown in Figure 3.4(b).
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Figure 3.5: (left) T-Ray 4000 transmitter and receiver mounted on a motorized
rotation stage. The THz beam was aligned off-center so that multiple realizations
could be generated by rotating the sample. (right) Receiver mounted at the
specular angle (solid black) and diffuse (grey).
3.2 Effects of scattering on lactose reflection signature
A study was conducted on scattering effects of derivative spectra at spec-
ular and diffuse angles near the lactose 0.53 THz resonance feature. All mea-
surements were completed using the T-Ray 4000 system. In order to measure
angle-dependent scattering, the transmitter and receiver were used in a bistatic
geometry. The transmitter was mounted at 37 ◦ degrees relative to normal inci-
dence to the rough sample. The receiver was mounted on a motorized rotation
stage automated by a CC1 Klinger motion controller. The transmitter, receiver,
sample stage and motorized arm can be seen in Figure 3.5. Both transmit and
receive antennas were focused through collimating lenses. The transmitted beam
was approximately one-inch in diameter.
Sample pellets were created by mixing lactose with polytetrafluoroethylene
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Table 3.1: List of sandpaper statistics
40 grit 80 grit 120 grit
Correlation Length (µm) 420 151 156
RMS Height (µm) 135 55 40
(PTFE) and pressing into a two-inch cylindrical pellet with a 20/80 PTFE/lactose
ratio. Samples were prepared by the Naval Surface Warfare Center [76], and
are shown in Figure 3.6. The sample thickness, approximately 9 mm, is large
enough so that all internal reflections can be time-gated out without significant
loss of frequency resolution. Three samples were pressed with 40, 80, and 120
grit sandpaper. A fourth sample was smooth. Table 3.1 shows approximations
for root-mean-square (RMS) height, h, and correlation length, lc for the various
grit sizes of sandpaper. The RMS height is a measure of vertical roughness of the
zero-mean surface profile, while the correlation length is the horizontal distance
at which the autocorrelation of the surface profile goes to e−1. Statistics from
Figure 3.6: Photos of three lactose samples with surface roughness corresponding
to 40 grit and 80 grit sandpaper, and a smooth sample.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Reflection spectra for 40 grit, 80 grit, and 120 grit samples from
lactose, as well as a smooth sample. Each measurement is deconvolved with
response from an optically smooth gold reference. (b) Derivative of each curve
with respect to frequency.
40 grit and 120 grit sandpaper were extracted from surface profiles measured by
Nanovea [9, 77]. Statistics for 80 grit sandpaper were taken from [78].
Specular measurements were taken for the smooth, 40, 80, and 120 grit lactose
samples. Reflections were recorded for 30 different lateral positions across each
sample, and averaged incoherently. After averaging, the reflection from each
sample was normalized by a reference measurement taken from a gold mirror to
remove incident pulse spectrum and propagation effects. Figure 3.7(a) shows the
reflected spectrum from each sample; in each curve the lactose reflection feature
is visible at 0.53 THz. In order to rectify the absorption peak at 0.53 THz, the
negative derivative of the each reflection spectrum was taken with respect to
frequency, as in (3.8), and is shown in Figure 3.7(b).
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There are a couple of important observations from Figure 3.7. Increasing sur-
face roughness causes a lower baseline reflection spectrum. That is, the roughness
lowers the overal reflected energy, which in turn lowers the strength of the ab-
sorption peak. For example, the 40 grit sample has 30 dB less reflected energy
than the 120 grit. All grit sizes contain a frequency dip at 0.53 THz due to
the resonance feature. But the 40 grit sample has a much lower baseline value.
The negative derivative also reveals absorption peaks for all samples, as shown
in Figure 3.7(b). However, the rougher the surface, the smaller the absorption
feature becomes after taking the negative derivative.
Another interesting thing to note from Figure 3.7(b) is there is a scattering
induced slope that is apparent in all grit sizes. Each rough sample displays a
downward slope with respect to frequency, which becomes a positive offset in
Figure 3.7(b). The 40 grit sample, in particular, shows a rapid decline in both
reflection and derivative spectra around 0.35 THz. The reflected energy becomes
incoherent when the surface is very rough with respect to wavelength. Incoherent
energy has a relatively flat spectrum, which can be advantageous in fingerprinting
chemicals.
Next, diffuse reflections for the 40 grit lactose sample were obtained in a
similar manner. The transmitter was fixed with θi = 37
◦; and the receiver was
mounted on the motorized arm shown in Figure 3.5. The scattered angle, θs,
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Figure 3.8: Diagram of incoherent average across scattering angles. The blue,
green and red angular extent corresponds to angular extents of 4◦, 16◦ and 32◦.
ranged from −16 ◦ to 16 ◦ in increments of 2 ◦ for a total of 17 measured angles.
The measured response from each angle was averaged incoherently from -θe/2 to
θe/2, as shown in Figure 3.8. The averaged field can be written as
Eaverage(f) =
∫ θe
2
θe
2
|Es(fq, θs)|dθs, (3.9)
where θe is the full angular extent. Figure 3.9(a) shows the diffuse scattered
amplitude as a function of frequency, as calculated from (3.9). Figure 3.9(b)
shows the negative derivative spectrum for 40 grit impressed lactose, with each
curve using a different angular extent. For example, the 16 degree curve (solid
line) in Figure 3.9(b) is the averaged response from −8 ◦ to 8 ◦. Thirty surface
realizations were recorded for each angular position.
Just as the surface has a correlation length in terms of distance, the scat-
tered field becomes uncorrelated with a sufficient angular separation [9]. For
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Figure 3.9: (a) Diffuse reflection spectra for 40 grit impressed lactose, each using
different angular extents centered at θs = 0
◦. (b) Derivative spectra for three
different angular extents. Each spectrum is normalized so that it contains unity
standard deviation.
this reason, averaging many angles removes random variations due to the ran-
dom rough surface, thus increasing peak-to-noise ratio. Figure 3.9(b) shows the
derivative spectrum normalized so that each curve contains unity standard devi-
ation. Clearly, the more angles included in (3.9), the better the resonance feature
looks. Considering that the scattered field becomes uncorrelated across multiple
sensor positions, SA imaging is a desirable configuration, providing a robust view-
ing geometry for diffuse returns. SA imaging utilizing multiple sensor locations
and viewing geometries will be discussed further in Chapter 5. The next chapter
deals with robust chemical detection techniques.
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Chapter 4
Robust Chemical Detection Techniques
This chapter describes three robust methods of detecting a resonance peak,
and validates them with imaging and simulation results. The matched filter,
which has been used in conventional hyperspectral imaging, is described first [71].
Then, two new detection methods, namely the squared residual method and cor-
relation processing method, which were developed as part of this dissertation, are
described. Both methods seek to minimize the effect from reflections off back-
ground materials that have relatively flat spectral characteristics. That is, each
method tests the hypothesis of constant reflected magnitude or phase in regions
of the spectrum where a resonance feature from a target material is expected.
Many packaging materials, such as plastics, contain such flat spectral magnitude
and phase across a wide range of THz frequencies.
4.1 Matched filter detection
As shown in Chapter 3, the negative derivative helps to identify a resonance
feature, and also acts as a high pass filter. While this helps to remove global
trends, it also means that high frequency noise is amplified. This section outlines
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another method that is used to detect resonance feature, namely the matched
filter. The matched filter is commonly used in infrared spectral imaging, and
can represent significant improvement over the negative derivative. The matched
filter provides optimal SNR gain in the case where the target signature is known
exactly and mixed with solely additive white Gaussian noise [71].
Suppose a spectral reflection measurement is taken from an imaging sensor
with K frequency bands. The complex spectral measurement is written as
X = [x1 x2 x3. . . xK ]
T . (4.1)
An optimal matched filter can be written as
Y = HTX, (4.2)
where H is given by
H = Σ−1s0, (4.3)
where s0 is the model for the target signature. Σ
−1 is the clutter covariance
matrix for the additive noise. The superscript, T , denotes conjugate transpose,
or Hermitian transpose. In the case of white Gaussian noise, Σ−1 reduces to the
identity matrix, and H becomes simply s0. In practice, the clutter covariance
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matrix, Σ−1, can be difficult to estimate.
Given the nature of explosive devices, which can be constructed of many
materials and packed in various ways, a robust detection method is strongly
desired. While a matched filter has been proven to maximize SNR in the presence
of additive Gaussian noise, an accurate model must be known. In addition, if
there is too much spectral variation inherent in a target feature, or the noise
covariance matrix is not known, the ability of a conventional matched filter to
detect a material will be diminished [72]. While matched filter detection is not a
new method, it has not been thoroughly investigated for chemical identification
in the THz region.
4.2 Correlation processing
Most current detection systems rely solely on magnitude of scattered signals,
throwing away important phase signatures [21]. While the reflected phase from
such a compound does contain unique signatures, looking at the phase directly
can lead to noise and unwrapping errors.
Correlation processing has been used in radar applications for suppressing
background surface clutter by self-correlating the electric field across frequency
with a reference function [79]. In this work, correlation processing is modified to
suppress reflections from materials with constant spectral phase by correlating
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Figure 4.1: Phase of the reflection coefficient at normal incidence from lactose,
and explosive simulant.
the electric field with a phase-structured field. For use in THz chemical detection,
correlation processing can be applied in particular areas of the spectrum where
a phase resonance is expected.
Figure 4.1 shows the phase of the reflection coefficient from lactose at normal
incidence. The three lactose peaks at 0.53, 1.18, and 1.38 THz are visible. While
it is problematic to use the phase directly to detect the material, the phase can
still provide meaningful information. By sampling the phase in the frequency
domain near a resonance, and correlating the observed field, E(fq), with a phase-
structured reference field, one can test the hypothesis of rapidly changing phase.
Materials that have sharp phase features in the chosen frequency band will contain
a higher value relative to spectrally flat materials. The correlation processing
output, CPO, for a single spectral region of interest, is defined as
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CPO =
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
E(fq)× ECP (fq), (4.4)
where ∆f is the frequency resolution, and Q is the total number of frequency
points in the band. The qth frequency bin, fq, can be written as
fq = f1 + q∆f. (4.5)
The phase-structured field, ECP (fq), can be written as
ECP = exp(iαfq). (4.6)
The phase-structured field adds phase to E(fq) in (4.4) and scales proportionally
with frequency. The phase slope, α, is defined as
α =
2π
∆fQ
. (4.7)
The phase slope is chosen so that eiαfq has 2π radians phase difference between
the first frequency in the band, f1, and the last, f1 + Q∆f . In other words, the
average value of ECP (fq) is defined to be zero,
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
ECP (fq) = 0. (4.8)
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of correlation processing terms plotted on complex circle
for spectrally flat material (left; terms plotted as green plus’s) and one that
contains a feature (right; terms plotted in blue). The coherent average is nonzero
for materials with a phase feature, and becomes close to zero for materials with
spectrally flat phase.
Therfore, after the evaluation of (4.4), any material with flat spectral phase
in this band would approach zero, while materials with sharp features across this
same band would become nonzero. To illustrate the mechanics of this technique,
the individual terms in (4.4) are plotted on the complex circle in Figure 4.2. That
is, each plus represents a single frequency in the summation. First, terms from a
spectrally flat reflection are plotted (left), which are equally spaced around the
perimeter of the circle. The coherent average of these terms should approach zero,
depending on the signal-to-noise ratio. Next, terms are plotted from a material
that has a phase feature in the region under test (shown right), which appear
clustered on one side, forcing a higher value after taking the coherent average.
To detect a specific chemical, the correlation processed reflection data in each
spectral region would be compared to values retrieved from a library containing
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a variety of target materials. For a single resonance feature, it makes sense to
apply correlation processing in two regions, one on either side of the main peak.
4.3 Squared residual detection
Correlation processing discussed a method to minimize the reflection from
a material with flat spectral phase. This section outlines a robust method to
minimize the reflection from a background material using amplitude fluctuations
while enhancing returns from target material. To do this, a polynomial regres-
sion fit is taken of the reflected amplitude using the method of least squares.
The polynomial fit primarily serves to remove any global trend in the spectra
produced by scattering. Specular reflections from rough surfaces will generally
contain a downward global trend, as the surface appears rougher at higher fre-
quencies. Conversely, diffuse reflections from rough surfaces will generally contain
an upward trend as a function of frequency [74]. However, these trends can be
removed by the fitting process. In practice, the least squares polynomial fit may
be of arbitrary order. The residuals from the least squares fit are squared and
summed. The squared residuals, SR, for a single feature are given by
SR =
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
[
|E(f1 + q∆f)| − |Efit(f1 + q∆f)|
]2
. (4.9)
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Figure 4.3(a) shows an example the reflected spectrum from a rough sample
of lactose at normal incidence (in blue). There is a noticeable downward trend
as a function of frequency. Also plotted in Figure 4.3(a), is the polynomial
fit, shown in green. Figure 4.3(b) shows the squared residuals by subtracting
the polynomial fit as in (4.9) before averaging across frequency. The squared
residuals should approach zero for spectrally flat materials. As with correlation
processing, squared residuals in each spectral region can be compared to library
values for various target materials.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) Reflected amplitude from a rough surface made of lactose. A
downward trend is apparent due to rough surface scattering. (b) Squared resid-
uals from (4.9) before averaging across frequency.
4.4 Validation of detection techniques
This section validates the various detection algorithms in an imaging config-
uration. In order to perform this validation and comparison, THz images of a
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: (a) Optical image of a two-sided pellet constructed with one side
containing lactose and the other side pure high-density polyethylene with 40 grit
rough sandpaper impressed. (b) Imaging configuration using a T-Ray 4000 pulsed
THz system with the pellet sitting in the focal plane of a one-inch polyethylene
focusing lens.
two-sided pellet are produced to show the chemical mapping capability in a real-
world imaging scenario with chemical mixtures and a rough surface, each of which
produce scattering effects. All measurements were conducted in the NEAR-Lab
using the T-Ray 4000 THz pulsed imaging system, described in Section 3.1. All
techniques in this dissertation have been implemented using MATLAB.
4.4.1 Imaging results using two-sided pellet
A pellet was constructed out of lactose and HDPE with 40 grit sandpaper
impressed to roughen the surface. One side of the pellet is 75% lactose mixed
with 25% HDPE, by weight. The other side is pure HDPE. The pellet was made
in a hydraulic press, and is shown in 4.4(a). The pellet surface was placed in the
focal plane of a one-inch monostatic focusing lens, as shown in Figure 4.4(b).
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Figure 4.5: (a) Broadband THz reflectance image of a pellet with the top half
consisting of lactose and the bottom high-density polyethylene with 40 grit rough
sandpaper impressed. The colorscale is normalized by the maximum pixel in the
image. (b) Derivative image as computed from (3.8) of pellet taken at 0.53
THz. (c) Correlation processing image, as computed from (4.4) using only the
first lactose peak, two separate spectral regions 0.5-0.53 THz and 0.53-0.56, and
summing contributions from each region incoherently. (d) Squared residual image
of the pellet calculated between 0.5 and 0.58 THz using (4.9).
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Figure 4.5(a) shows an image of the pellet described above using the broad-
band THz reflectance to populate each pixel value or color. For comparison
purposes, an image showing the negative derivative as calculated in (3.8) is also
shown in Figure 4.5(b), and does reveal a difference between the two peaks. The
colorscale corresponding to each image is normalized by maximum pixel in the
image.
Figure 4.5(c) shows an image of a pellet described above using CPO from
(4.4) to compute each pixel value. This image was computed using only the
first lactose peak, two separate spectral regions 0.5-0.53 THz and 0.53-0.56, and
summing contributions from each region incoherently. The bottom half of the
pellet, the lactose side, is much brighter in the false color image. The two sides
are much easier to distinguish than in Figure 4.5(b). Figure 4.5(d) shows a similar
image using the squared residual method from (4.9) to populate each pixel value.
As with Figure 4.5(c), one can clearly distinguish between the two sides. An
important observation is that it’s difficult to see the top edge of the pellet in
each figure. In other words, the reflections from the HDPE have been completely
canceled and have gone into the noise level, which is the intended result for both
CPO and SR. Qualitatively, these two imaging/detection techniques perform
very well in comparison to the more established derivative method.
Although the techniques are similar, there is a distinction between Figures 4.5(c)
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and 4.5(d). There are a few bright sections in Figure 4.5(d) that do not appear
in Figure 4.5(c), implying that these images can provide complimentary infor-
mation. Perhaps some scattering artifacts are driven by phase, while others are
influenced more by scattered amplitude. In an attempt to answer this question,
correlation processing and squared residual values were manually selected from a
portion of the lactose side and a portion of the HDPE side of the pellet.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the value of CPO (y-axis) vs. SR (x-axis) for individual
pixels in each region, with lactose region data in black and PE region data in red.
Figure 4.6 shows the value of CPO (y-axis) vs. SR (x-axis) for individual
pixels in each region, with values from the lactose region in black and HDPE
region in red, with both axis values normalized to their standard deviations. If
there were strong correlation between CPO and SR, this image would form an
elliptical cluster of points, which is not the case. Thus, correlation processing and
squared residuals are somewhat independent and can be complementary methods,
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particularly in the case of the confounding material, HDPE. Because of this
independence, both methods can be combined to provide an enhanced detection
method, complimentary feature detection, denoted CFD, which is described as
mathematically as
CFD = CPO + γSR. (4.10)
where γ is a constant. One can think of combining both techniques as applying a
linear threshold to both populations in Figure 4.6, with the slope of the threshold
being determined by γ.
4.4.2 Performance metrics
To quantify the ability to correctly identify a material with a resonance feature
(such as lactose), each detection metric is compared to a set threshold, marking
one of two decisions; detection of chemical or no detection. In the case of corre-
lation processing, the probability of detection, Pd, can be defined as probability
of CPO exceeding γ, given that the material in question is indeed lactose. That
is,
Pd = P (CPO > γ | lactose). (4.11)
Conversely, Pfa, the probability of false alarm, can be defined as the probability
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of CPO exceeding γ, given that the material in question is actually HDPE. That
can be written as
Pfa = P (CPO > γ | HDPE). (4.12)
Clearly, both Pd and Pfa are strongly dependent on the choice of γ. By
sweeping the threshold, γ, from a small number to a large number, receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves can be generated. ROC curves typically
plot the probability of detection, Pd, against probability of false alarm, Pfa,
and are considered one of the standard ways to analyze the performance of a
detection algorithm. An ideal ROC curve is contained in the upper left quadrant,
achieving 100% chance of detection, while maintaining a 0% false alarm rate.
More information about the generation of ROC curves is provided in Appendix B.
In order to plot ROC curves corresponding to the processed pellet data, sections
of scattered data were manually selected from the top and bottom half of the
2-sided pellet measurements shown in Figure 4.5. For each sample realization
(or pixel), the CPO, SR, or negative derivative was compared with γ to decide
whether or not lactose was present.
For the following ROC study, reflected data from each population (HDPE
and lactose) were manually selected from both the top and bottom half of the
2-sided pellet images in Figure 4.5. For each sample realization (pixel), a decision
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Figure 4.7: (a) Receiver operating characteristic curve produced from data mea-
sured from the two-sided pellet consisting of lactose and high-density polyethy-
lene. (b) Receiver operating characteristic curve produced from the same data,
with CFD as computed in (4.10) in red.
is made on whether the target, lactose, is present.
Figure 4.7(a) shows three ROC curve corresponding to the CPO, SR, and
negative derivative-based decisions as computed from (4.4), (4.9), and (3.8) re-
spectively, in addition to CFD from (4.10). The CPO and SR curves perform
the best, providing a Pd value of roughly 0.87, while maintaining a Pfa of 0.05.
Figure 4.7(b) shows both curves from Figure 4.7(a), while constraining Pfa to
less than 0.3. By combining both CPO and SR, Pd increases from 0.87 to 0.93
while keeping Pfa constant at 0.05.
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4.5 Monte Carlo Kirchhoff simulations
In order to assess the utility of various detection techniques for THz imaging
of explosive devices, a Monte Carlo simulation was conducted. A Monte Carlo
simulation of this nature using numerically generated rough surfaces is a useful
tool to quickly predict scattering behavior from a rough surface with chosen
roughness parameters and dielectric constants. It also allows for a quick way to
test and compare the various detection techniques.
In this section, the Kirchhoff (or tangent plane) approximation was used to
calculate the scattered electric field from 1,000 numerically generated random
surfaces. The backscattered electric field was calculated for each realization using
both a known target material, lactose, C-4 and a confounding material with
similar reflectance. Then, the scattered electric field from each realization was
applied to a detection algorithm such as (4.4) to decide which population that
rough surface belongs.
First, details are provided on how the scattered field is computed from a one-
dimensional surface, following closely from [9,80]. Huygens Principle may be used
to sum the scattered fields from all the points along a rough surface to give the
total scattered field, Es, at a point far above the rough surface. The Kirchhoff
approximation then treats the facets of the rough surface as tangent planes and
applies the Fresnel reflection coefficient to calculate the local scattered fields. The
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total scattered field from a one-dimensional rough surface extending from -L to
L is given by [80]
E±s =
∓1
4L cos θi
∫ L
−L
(aδ′(x)− b)eivx+ivzδ(x)dx, (4.13)
where Es is the scattered field from a rough surface, normalized by the reflected
field from a perfectly smooth conducting surface. The notation, (+,−), represents
vertical and horizontal polarization states, respectively. In (4.13), δ(x) is the
surface profile as a function of horizontal position x, and δ′(x) is the first-order
derivative of the surface profile with respect to x.
The phase shift due to surface roughness, δ(x), is dictated by the exponential
terms, vx and vx, which depend on transceiver location, which is in this case is
at normal incidence relative to the surface mean. The electrical permittivity of
the surface, ǫs, is accounted for in the coefficients a, and b.
Although the integral in (4.13) is difficult to solve analytically, it can be solved
numerically for a computer-generated rough surface. Realizations of Gaussian
random rough surfaces can be generated with a given RMS height, h, and corre-
lation length, lc. The scattered field depends on the total length of the illuminated
surface, 2L, which typically spans many wavelengths. Simulations in this paper
used 2L = 4 mm.
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4.5.1 Case #1: lactose (target) versus HDPE
In the first study, the various detection techniques were applied to lactose in
the presence of a confounding material, namely HDPE (index of refraction, n, was
assumed to be 1.55). 1,000 numerical surfaces were generated for each material
from 0.4 to 0.7 THz with spacing of 6.25 GHz, the same frequency resolution
from measurements. Only the first lactose resonance peak at 0.53 THz was used
in detection. Ultimately, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were
calculated using two populations, scattered electric field from lactose and HDPE.
The first simulation used an RMS surface height, h, of 43 µm and correla-
tion length, lc, of 480 µm, a surface that is relatively smooth yet still produces
a significant amount of scattering according the Fraunhofer criterion. Gaussian
noise was added with SNR of 30 dB. Figure 4.8(a) shows ROC curves corre-
sponding to correlation processing, matched filter, squared residual and negative
derivative-based decisions are in blue, green, red, and cyan, respectively. Corre-
lation processing was calculated from (4.4) using only the first lactose peak, two
separate spectral regions 0.5-0.53 THz and 0.53-0.56, and summing contributions
from each region incoherently.
The second simulation used a surface height of 135 µm, a correlation length
of 420 µm, corresponding to the surface statistics of 40 grit sandpaper, and
no additive noise. ROC curves corresponding to this simulation is shown in
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Figure 4.8(b). For the matched filter detection in each plot, a polynomial fit
was subtracted from each reflection spectrum, resulting in zero-mean lactose and
HDPE spectra.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Four ROC curves for a Monte Carlo simulation using surface
parameters of h = 43 µm, l = 480 µm. The curves corresponding to correlation
processing, matched filter, squared residual and negative derivative-based deci-
sions are in blue, green, red, and cyan, respectively. Only the first lactose peak at
0.53 THz is used, with SNR set at 30 dB. (b) Similar ROC curves, using surface
parameters of h = 135 µm, l = 420 µm, the equivalent surface parameters for 40
grit sandpaper, no additive noise.
As seen in Figure 4.8(a), the matched filter significantly outperforms the other
approaches in the case where the additive white Gaussian noise is the dominant
source of error. However, in the second simulation, the dominant source of error
is target variation, as the reflected spectrum varies depending on random sur-
face fluctuations. In this case, the correlation processing and negative derivative
approach perform the best. The decreased performance of the matched filter
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detection method in the latter simulation shows that it is not a robust solution
in all cases. In fact, any method that depends on exact spectral reproducibility
will not perform optimally when target signature varies from sample to sample
due to surface roughness.
4.5.2 Case #2: C-4 versus (target) lactose
In the previous section, detection of lactose was performed in the presence of
a spectrally flat confounding material, namely HDPE. This was done to emulate
the measured data that were analyzed in Section 4.4. However, a Kirchhoff Monte
Carlo simulation provides the ability to compute predicted detection performance
for common explosive compounds such as C-4. In this section, a numerical sim-
ulation comparing C-4 and lactose was conducted. The primary explosive agent,
RDX, comprises 91% of C-4, which is a common plastic explosive used in im-
provised explosive devices [81]. Figure 4.9 shows amplitude and phase for the
reflection coefficient at normal incidence. This study analyzes the quantitative
performance of discriminating between C-4 and lactose. Both lactose and C-4
have resonance peaks in the THz range, which could negate some of the detection
performance that was demonstrated in the previous section.
To perform the ROC study, 1,000 numerically surfaces were generated for
both C-4 and lactose between 0.1 and 1.2 THz. Figure 4.10 shows four ROC
curves for a Monte Carlo simulation using surface parameters of h = 43 µm,
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Figure 4.9: (a) Amplitude of the reflection coefficient of C-4 at normal incidence.
Material properties taken from [81]. (b) Phase of the reflection coefficient of C-4
at normal incidence.
lc = 480 µm. The curves corresponding to correlation processing, matched filter,
squared residual and negative derivative-based decisions are in blue, green, red,
and cyan, respectively. The first set of curves in Figure 4.10(a) contains SNR of
40 dB, while Figure 4.10(b) has SNR of 30 dB. One observes that the squared
residual and the correlation processing approaches outperform other methods.
However, when compared to each other, it becomes more complicated to declare
a winner, particularly in Figure 4.10(a). Correlation processing outperforms all
methods with low probability of false alarm (Pfa < 0.05), while the squared
residual approach performs better at higher false alarm rates (Pfa > 0.05).
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Figure 4.10: (a) ROC curves for a Monte Carlo simulation using surface parame-
ters of h = 43 µm, lc = 480 µm, and SNR = 40 dB. The curves corresponding to
correlation processing, matched filter, squared residual and negative derivative-
based decisions are in blue, green, red, and cyan, respectively. (b) Similar ROC
curves with SNR of 30 dB.
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Chapter 5
Synthetic-Aperture Processing
5.1 Theoretical imaging formulation
This section outlines a SA image processing algorithm that was adapted from
synthetic-aperture radar. The two most common types of airborne synthetic-
aperture radar modalities are stripmap mode and spotlight mode. Stripmap
mode, considered the conventional approach to SAR, uses a wide beam that il-
luminates multiple objects at once, while spotlight mode uses a narrow swept
beam [82]. Here, only stripmap mode is considered as the beam does not need to
be steered to different scattering targets, and is more applicable using a THz
source. First, time-domain delay-and-sum SA imaging formulations are pre-
sented, followed by narrowband and broadband frequency-domain SA imaging
algorithms. The section concludes with imaging results and characterization of
imaging performance.
One of the key advantages of SA image processing is high resolution potential.
While optical imaging systems have a lateral imaging resolution that is inversely
proportional to beamwidth, the opposite is true for phased-array techniques,
such as SA imaging [13]. For a synthetic (or phased) array, the lateral imaging
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resolution is inversely proportional to beamwidth. From basic antenna theory
and Fourier optics, a larger antenna array results in better image resolution.
According to [13], the lateral resolution in traditional synthetic-aperture radar,
ρ, is given by
ρ =
λR
2Larray
, (5.1)
where λ is the free space wavelength of radiation and R is the distance from
the array to the target. The variable, Larray, is the length of the synthetic array,
which is proportional to the transmitting and receiving antenna beamwidth. That
is, the wider the beam, the more elements can be coherently added together and
the better the lateral resolution becomes.
As mentioned earlier, a simple implementation of THz SA imaging can be
done purely in the time domain with a delay-and-sum approach. In order to
synthesize a 3-D stack of images from an M ×N synthetic array, an image plane
is defined as a grid of pixels lying on a plane at some focusing depth, zl. A
one-dimensional example of time-domain delay-and-sum beamforming is shown
in Figure 5.1. The vector describing the location of each image pixel is given by
~rhjl, which has coordinates [xh yj zl], where h is the pixel row index, j is the
pixel column index, l is the vertical stack index, and zl is the focusing depth
below the source. The vector, ~Rmn, has elements [xm yn 0], for the xm and yn
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Figure 5.1: (above) One-dimensional linear array being used in a synthetic-
aperture configuration. The path lengths connecting the synthetic array to the
desired imaging target before and after correction, revealing how beamforming
reshapes array into a circle. (below) The time-domain waveforms corresponding
to each sensor in the array before and after delay.
sensor positions. All sensor positions are assumed to lie on the xy plane. The
received electric field at each sensor position is described by E(xm, yn, t). The
time-domain focused field, CTD(~rhjl), for any given desired image pixel, ~rhjl, is
given by
CTD(~rhjl) =
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
E(xm, yn, t+ ts), (5.2)
where the time shift, ts, is given by
ts =
|~Rmn − ~rhjl|
c
, (5.3)
and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. Each pulse is coherently added after
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an appropriate time shift, which accounts for the path length between each sen-
sor position and desired imaging pixel [83]. This is similar to traditional SAR
processing, which often uses a relatively narrowband linear frequency modulated
chirp as a waveform.
5.1.1 Frequency-domain synthetic-aperture processing using a virtual
source
There are multiple reasons to conduct the synthetic-aperture processing in
the frequency domain instead of the time domain. First and foremost, spectro-
scopic information must be extracted from the frequency domain. In addition,
the transmitted THz pulses potentially contain frequency-dependent distortion.
Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) data can be processed in the time domain, as
these systems typically use linear frequency modulated chirps that are relatively
narrowband. Radar chirps may only have a bandwidth of an octave (i.e., 5 GHz
to 10 GHz), while THz pulses can have bandwidths of well over an decade (0.1 -
3 THz). The distortion of such broadband THz pulses can vary across the trans-
mitted beam pattern. Therefore, it is beneficial to conduct SA image processing
in the frequency domain to prevent addition of incoherent pulses. This claim is
substantiated in the following section.
A wide beamwidth is desired for SA imaging, as it allows more sensors to be
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Figure 5.2: 2-D planar array used in a synthetic-aperture configuration. Virtual
sources are created by lowering the desired object below the physical focal point
of the one-inch lens. The image vector, ~rhjl, connects the origin to the desired
image pixel. ~Rmn describes the distance to the xm and yn virtual source positions.
The focusing depth, zl, is the vertical distance between the sensor position and
the imaging plane.
coherently added. This diverging beam was achieved by using a one-inch focus-
ing lens to create a virtual point source at the focal point of the lens [83]. The
object to be imaged was intentionally placed below the focal point, allowing for
traditional SA techniques to be used. The T-Ray 4000 monostatic transceiver
with the afixed one-inch lens was then raster scanned in two directions to create
a M ×N element planar synthetic array, as shown in Figure 5.2. As with (5.2), a
3-D stack of images can be generated from a 2-DM×N synthetic array. The geo-
metric parameters, such as ~rhjl, required for frequency-domain processing are the
same as those used in the previous section. The received electric field at the xmth
and ynth virtual source position must be transformed into the frequency domain
via a discrete Fourier transform, which becomes E(xm, yn, fq). The narrow-band
focused field, CNB(~rhjl, fq), for any given desired image pixel, ~rhjl, is given by
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CNB(~rhjl, fq) =
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
Fmn(~rhjl)
×E(xm, yn, fq)ei2k0|~Rmn−~rhjl|, (5.4)
with the two dimensional Gaussian tapering window, Fmn(~rhjl), with width, σ,
defined as
Fmn(~rhjl) =
1
2πσ2
e
−|xh−xn|
2−|yj−ym|
2
2σ2 , (5.5)
with the total sum of the tapering window normalized so that
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
Fmn(~rhjl) = 1. (5.6)
The tapering window is chosen to be a Gaussian to reduce side lobe artifacts. All
sensor contributions are coherently added together after appropriate phase shifts
which depend on the roundtrip path length between each sensor position and
desired imaging pixel, and the free space wavenumber, k0. The essential difference
between time-domain processing in (5.2) and frequency-domain processing is that
the time shift is replaced by a linear phase shift across frequency applied to all
combinations of sensor elements and desired image pixels [83]. This basic SA
imaging algorithm works quite well for simple imaging configurations. However,
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in order to create accurate images of buried or hidden objects, propagation effects
such as refraction at a layer boundary should be included (3-D imaging results
using refraction are shown in Section 5.3.2). In addition, narrowband SA imaging
does not utilize the full bandwidth inherent in the THz pulse, resulting poor depth
resolution. However, broadband averaging can be used to fix this problem and
achieve greatly enhanced depth resolution.
5.1.2 Broadband 3-D synthetic-aperture processing
Coherently averaging the complex synthesized field across frequency can dra-
matically improve the depth of focus due to constructive interference. The broad-
band averaged intensity, CBB(~rhjl), is given by
CBB(~rhjl) =
∣∣∣∣∣
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
CNB(~rhjl, f1 + q∆f)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (5.7)
where f1 is the starting frequency in the band. The parameter Q is the number
of frequencies contained in the band and ∆f is the frequency resolution. It is
easy to see the motivation for frequency averaging. Considering that each sensor
records a THz time-domain waveform, the electric field at each frequency bin
is complex, meaning it contains both amplitude and phase information. After
the summation in (5.7), there will be only one depth where all CNB values add
coherently. Therefore, one can achieve constructive interference only at the focal
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depth, and all other depths will interfere destructively. One can think of the
summation in (5.7) as an inverse Fourier transform at t = 0, normalized by
Q. Taking a broadband average will increase SNR, as the noise is uncorrelated
across frequency. Another advantage is that imaging artifacts such as side lobes
are frequency dependent and are mitigated by using a broadband average. Later
sections in the chapter characterize the enhanced performance using a broadband
average.
5.2 Additional processing considerations
This section outlines some of the preprocessing routines that are conducted
before the implementing the core SA imaging algorithm described in the previous
section. The first step combines the prewhitening of the received electric field
and a phase correction. The other significant process is background subtraction,
which removes clutter in the time-domain waveform recorded from the T-Ray
4000 system. There is an additional step that accounts for virtual source drifts as
a function of frequency. However, this is not used in the body of this dissertation,
and is described in Appendix E.
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5.2.1 THz beam distortion
To substantiate the claim that THz pulses are subject to distortion, a small
steel ball bearing, 1 mm in radius, was measured at multiple look angles rela-
tive to the center axis of the transmitted beam below the virtual source. The
backscattering coefficient from a ball bearing does not depend on viewing geom-
etry due to its spherical symmetry. Therefore, imaging a small ball bearing gives
a reasonable approximation of the beampattern, which is the complex electric
field measured as a function of look angle and frequency relative to the source.
Horizontal cuts of magnitude and unwrapped phase of the beam pattern are plot-
ted as a function of horizontal displacement in Figure 5.3(a) for 0.5 THz. For
example, the source is directly over the center of the ball bearing at zero degrees,
or when the horizontal displacement is zero. The phase shows a hyperbolic shape
with respect to horizontal displacement, as one would expect. However, the mag-
nitude is quite erratic, and varies greatly with frequency and angle. At any given
angle, the frequency dependence of the magnitude translates to distortion in the
time domain. However, the phase is intact across all angles, which is the key
element in frequency-domain SA imaging.
Another way to interpret THz pulse dispersion is by viewing two different
waveforms at different viewing angles, which should be comparable in pulse width.
Figure 5.3(b) shows the electric field time-domain waveform for 8◦ and 16◦ relative
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Figure 5.3: (a) Magnitude and unwrapped phase recorded for a monostatic source
as a function of lateral distance from a ball bearing, with a constant vertical
height of 1 cm, at 0.5 THz. The magnitude shows irregular behavior, while the
unwrapped phase shows a hyperbolic shape that is robust for SA imaging. (b)
Two THz pulses reflected from a steel ball bearing with 1 mm radius at 8 ◦ and
16 ◦, relative to the main axis of the transmitted beam.
to the axis of the main beam. There is a time shift due to the different path length
between source and the ball bearing for both angles. However, both pulses are
visibly different and have varying pulse widths of 3 and 5 ps, respectively, due to
distortion.
In order to mitigate the irregular beampatterns present in the source, a nor-
malization is applied before beamforming. This normalization is sometimes de-
scribed as prewhitening. Before all beamforming, the electric field, E(xm, yn, fq),
is phase shifted and normalized according to
E(xm, yn, fq) =
e−i2πf(tg−tvs)F {E(xm, yn, t)}
|F {E(xm, yn, t)} |+W0 , (5.8)
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where F denotes a discrete Fourier transform, as shown in (3.1). The time-
domain waveform is gated around the received pulse. Equation (5.8) suppresses
magnitude information, while preserving the more meaningful phase information.
However, an offset, W0, is used in the denominator to avoid dividing by zero at
frequencies where there is little transmitted power. W0 is tied to the average stan-
dard deviation of F {E(xm, yn, t)} |. Because of the normalization in (5.8), CBB
becomes unitless. However, the values of CBB are referred to as SA normalized
intensity, which has a maximum value of unity.
The exponential term in (5.8), e−i2πf(tg−tvs), accounts for the linear phase
accumulation introduced by time-gating the THz pulse. The frequency-domain
SA focusing technique assumes that phase begins accumulating at the source
position (i.e., if a target were placed just below the source, there would be zero
phase across all frequency). This would imply that one should begin the time-gate
at the location of the virtual source. To improve SNR, however, it is preferable
to time-gate only the received signals, beginning at time tg. If the data started
at time tvs, corresponding to the location of the virtual source, there would be no
need for any correction. Therefore, the linear phase correction must be applied
in (5.8) that accounts for the time difference between the virtual source and the
beginning of the time-gate, tg − tvs.
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5.2.2 Mitigation of system-level etalon effects
Another important preprocessing step is the mitigation or removal of system-
level etalon effects. These can be described as simply additive scaled THz pulses
that are inherent in all waveforms recorded with the collinear (monostatic) head.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the THz pulse is generated by focusing a femp-
tosecond laser on a photoconductive antenna. The THz pulse then propagates
through a beam splitter to a polyethylene focusing lens. The beamsplitter diverts
the reflected THz wave to the receiving antenna. However, there are multiple re-
flections from within the polyethylene lens, beamsplitter, and other elements,
that are detected by the receiver, and are recorded in the time-domain waveform.
These extra reflections add coherently to THz pulse reflected from the sample,
and can corrupt the desired THz waveform.
As an example, Figure 5.4 shows two waveforms. The ‘background’, shown
in green, is recorded with nothing placed in the path of the THz beam. The
curve shown in blue corresponds to a waveform recorded with a sample in the
path of the THz beam, in this case, a polyethylene pellet containing lactose. This
phenomenon does not occur in transmission mode, as all reflections from within
the lens occur after the incident THz pulse, and thus can be time-gated out.
These reflections arrive concurrently with the desired THz pulse.
In order to remove these pulses, they must be subtracted from any recorded
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Figure 5.4: (left) Sample waveform (blue) and background waveform (shown in
green) taken with nothing in the path of the THz beam. (right) Zoomed-in
section showing both sample and background waveforms.
sample waveform. However, it is not practical to record a background waveform
for every sample waveform, especially in an imaging environment. When imaging,
it is desirable to take a single background before and after the image. One key
issue when subtracting background from sample waveform becomes whether or
not the two are in-phase. That is, are both waveforms exactly time-aligned. Any
drift between background and sample will negate the entire processing step. Be-
cause system drift is a known problem, it cannot be assumed that the background
reflections are always time-aligned with the sample.
Therefore before subtracting the background from each sample waveform, a
cross correlation is used to time-align each signal. A similar method is out-
lined in [84]. A section of the background waveform, denoted as, Eback(t) is
cross-correlated with a corresponding section of the sample waveform, denoted,
Esample(t). This cross correlation, denoted Rbs(t), can be written as
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Rbs(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
E∗back(τ)Esample(t+ τ)dτ . (5.9)
The time delay, tmax, can be found by taking the argument of the maximum of
the cross correlation between Rbs(t). This can be written as
tmax = argmax
t
Rbs(t). (5.10)
The background waveform was then shifted by tmax so that both are timed
aligned. The corrected waveform can be written as
Esample(t)− Eback(t− tmax). (5.11)
5.3 3-D broadband SA THz imaging results
This section provides experimental evidence that 3-D broadband THz imag-
ing holds great potential for non-destructive evaluation, such as surface profiling,
hidden object detection with sub-wavelength depth resolution. In order to demon-
strate these capabilities, various objects such as coins and electronic cables were
imaged in the broadband SA configuration described in Section 5.1.
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5.3.1 Surface profiling with metallic interface
To provide an example of surface profiling, using THz SA 3-D imaging, a
metallic coin was used. An American dime was chosen to demonstrate the depth
resolution capability due to it’s subtle surface features. A dime, 17.9 mm in
diameter and 1.35 mm in thickness, contains multiple curved facets on a single
metallic interface, which should provide strong returns. The dime was placed
1 cm below the virtual source of the SA imaging system. The data were recorded
in a 2-D synthetic array 18 mm × 18 mm, centered over the dime. This resulted
in a 180 × 180 data set with 100 µm spacing.
Figure 5.5(a) shows an optical image of a dime, while Figure 5.5(b) shows the
THz SA image of the dime using a broadband average from 0.7-1.1 THz from
(5.7). A stack of images was computed for different focusing depths and an av-
erage was taken across all said depths. The color scale on Figure 5.5(b) is SA
normalized intensity, which has a maximum value of unity due to the normaliza-
tion in (5.8). The maximum value chosen for the color bar was 2× 10−7. The SA
normalized intensities were small due to limited diffuse scattering on portions of
the dime and reduced SNR higher in the frequency range. One important obser-
vation from Figure 5.5(b) is that SA imaging primarily relies on scattering at the
edges and facets present on the surface of the dime. This illustrates two distinct
advantages of this imaging modality; there is less sensitivity to alignment and
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.5: (a) Optical image of an American dime, 17.9 mm in diameter. The
dime, primarily made with copper, provides an example of a highly reflective
metallic interface for THz surface profiling. (b) Broadband SA image of the dime
using a 18 mm × 18 mm synthetic array. A frequency range of 0.7-1.1 THz was
used, and the image was averaged across depth. (c) Synthetic-aperture surface
profile the dime using a broadband average of 0.3-1.1 THz. Profile was created
by taking the depth of maximum SA Normalized Intensity at each pixel location.
smooth surfaces facing the array do not appear especially bright and therefore do
not wash out the rest of the image. Just as with side-looking radar, synthetic-
aperture imaging is less sensitive to specular reflections from smooth interfaces
because specular returns have narrow beamwidths, thus limiting the number of
sensors that can be coherently added [68].
A surface profile of the dime was computed by finding the depth corresponding
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: (a) American dime. (b) THz profile averaged from 0.25-1.0 THz.
to the maximum SA normalized intensity for every pixel. The frequency range
for the surface profile was chosen to be 0.3-1.2 THz. In order to be shown in the
surface profile, the maximum value for each pixel must exceed a threshold equal
to 0.5 times the standard deviation of the image. The profile was then smoothed
and is shown in Figure 5.5(c). The maximum vertical relief from the reverse of
the dime was measured with a micrometer to be 130 µm, roughly half of 250 µm,
the shortest wavelength included in band. A potential application for SA imaging
would be to create surface profiles of hidden layers without physically tampering
with the object. Product defects hidden within packaging layers could then be
detected and imaged with this modality.
Similarly, the front side of the dime showing Franklin D. Roosevelt was imaged
and profiled in similar manor. Figure 5.6(a) shows an optical image of a dime,
while Figure 5.6(b) shows a surface profile of the dime. The search space in the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: (a) Pellet made of high-density polyethylene with three embedded ball
bearings 0.5 mm in radius. Sample was 1 cm below virtual source and imaged in
a SA configuration. (b) A similar sample of a pellet was split apart, showing the
ball bearing embedded inside.
z-direction was increased on the top portion of the profile to capture the full
extent of the lettering. The surface outside the edge of the dime was suppressed
for clarity. The frequency range for this surface profile was chosen to be 0.25-1.0
THz.
5.3.2 3-D Target depth localization
In order to demonstrate and test the depth isolation capability of the SA
focusing technique, three steel ball bearings were embedded in a pellet consisting
of HDPE, as shown in Figure 5.7(a). A similar sample was split apart and shown
in Figure 5.7(b). HDPE is optically opaque; however it is transparent to THz
radiation and is a powder that can be pressed with inclusions in known locations.
In this section, SA imaging was used to localize the ball bearings embedded in
the HDPE pellet.
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To construct the sample, 5 grams of HDPE was compressed into a pellet using
a hydraulic press, 4 cm in diameter. The pellet was subjected to five tons of force
for one minute. Next, a single steel ball bearing (0.5 mm radius) was placed on
top of this 5 gram-pellet along with 1.5 more grams of HDPE. This was inserted
into the press to create one pellet that contains a total of 6.5 grams of HDPE and
one ball bearing. Then the process was repeated, placing two more ball bearings
on top of the existing pellet along with 5 more grams of HDPE. The final sample
was flipped so that the layer including a single ball bearing was on top.
The final pellet contained 11.5 grams of HDPE and three ball bearings sep-
arated at different depths and different horizontal locations. The time-of arrival
of the terahertz pulse through the HDPE, revealed the location of the first ball
bearing to be 3.7 mm below the surface. Using this same technique, the depth of
the second two ball bearings was found to be approximately 5.1 mm. The top of
the HDPE pellet was lowered 1 cm below virtual source, which coincides with the
focal point of the one-inch focusing lens attached to the T-Ray 400 THz system.
An 80× 80 data set was recorded with 100 µm spacing.
In order to reconstruct layers of the embedded structure, a modified version
of (5.7) was used. More details on the modified version are given in Appendix F.
Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) show the image reconstructed at depths of 3.7 mm and
5.1 mm. Both images used a broadband average of 0.3-0.4 THz, with a maximum
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Figure 5.8: (a) SA image of a ball bearing (0.5 mm radius) embedded in high-
density polyethylene. Focusing depth is 3.7 mm below the surface of the sample.
(b) SA image of ball bearings (0.5 mm radius). Focusing depth is 5.1 mm below
the surface of the sample. The two ball bearings are separable in depth. (c) A
thresholded, 3-D, broadband image of two ball bearings.
value for SA normalized intensity of 0.08. These figures clearly demonstrate that
two sets of ball bearings are resolvable in depth. Therefore, a bandwidth of 0.1
THz is able to resolve objects separated by 1.4 mm in depth. Figure 5.8(c) shows
a 3-D THz image of the ball bearings using a bandwidth of 0.3-0.5 THz. A
threshold was used in the 3-D image to remove noisy voxels.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Optical image of a floppy drive power connector, with four metal
traces connected with insulated wires. (b) SA image of connector. Focusing
depth is 10.06 mm at the top of the casing. (c) SA image of connector, focused
at 11.82 mm. This corresponds to the location of the rounded metal connector
on the end of connector. (d) SA image of connector focused at 12.39 mm. Four
hidden metal traces that are not seen in the optical image appear bright due to
high reflectivity and sharp edges.
5.3.3 Volumetric imaging of 3-D dielectric structures
To further serve as an example of the beam-forming capability at various
depths, a four-pronged floppy drive power connector was imaged in a SA imaging
configuration. The plug dimensions were 11 mm wide by 14 mm long. Also
present in the image are four insulated wires feeding the plug. An optical image
of the cable plug is shown in Figure 5.9(a).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: (a) An optical photo of a floppy drive power connector used in
electronics. (b) 3-D THz image of connector averaged from 0.3-1.2 THz.
The casing material is unknown. However, floppy drive power connector cas-
ings are typically nylon. The connector was lowered so that the top of the casing
was 1 cm below the virtual source. The virtual source was scanned to form a
200 × 150 array, with an element spacing of 100 µm. Figures 5.9(b) - 5.9(d) show
three SA images of the ribbon plug at three different focusing depths, 10.06, 11.82
mm, and 12.39 mm, respectively. The images were computed using (5.7) assum-
ing free space propagation between target and sensor position. The metal layers
are buried within inhomogeneous dielectric layers, preventing the use of a more
complicated imaging kernel. However, iterative techniques could be used to find
the exact structure of the cable. The frequency range was chosen to be 0.4-1.2
THz.
The 3-D THz image was computed using a bandwidth of 0.3-1.2 THz, and
is shown in Figure 5.10(b) using a logarithmic scale. For comparison, an optical
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photo is shown at the same angle as the 3-D THz image in Figure 5.10(a). Just
as before, a threshold was used in the 3-D image to remove noisy voxels. The
buried metal traces are visible in Figure 5.10(b), though the view is obscured on
the termination end of the plug by the dielectric casing structure. For example,
the notch in the top of the casing can be seen in the 3-D THz image. It is
important to note that the object does not need to be metallic to provide strong
enough returns for a 3-D image, as evident by the detailed casing structure in
the image.
5.3.4 HDPE pellet with multiple embedded scatterers
An additional pellet was embedded with multiple 500 µm radii steel ball
bearings. The purpose of this experiment was to investigate shadowing effects
of THz 3-D imaging. The SA depth focusing method was compared to the more
conventional THz time-domain reflection imaging, which converts time-of-arrival
to depth information after an assumption of index of refraction [85]. Figure 5.11
shows imaging configurations of both SA 3-D (left) and conventional THz time-
gate depth focusing method (right).
To construct the ball bearing, several grams of HDPE were mixed with ap-
proximately 500 ball bearings and pressed using a hydraulic press. The backside
of the pellet, which reveals some partially exposed ball bearings is shown in Fig-
ure 5.11(c). The top side of the pellet was lowered 1 cm below the virtual source.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.11: (a) THz SA imaging configuration (b) THz time-gate depth focusing
geometry using a 4 ps sliding time window. (c) HDPE pellet embedded with
several 500 µm radii steel ball bearings.
The transceiver was scanned to create a 200 × 200 synthetic array dataset.
Figure 5.12(a) shows the SA THz image of the ball bearings at the same angle
using a frequency average spanning 0.3-0.5 THz. Just as with the 3-D connector,
a threshold was used in both 3-D images to remove noisy voxels. One can see all
the ball bearings appear as separate red blotches.
Figure 5.12(b) shows the conventional THz 3-D image of the ball bearings
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: (a) SA image of high-density polyethylene pellet consisting of multi-
ple 500 µm radii steel ball bearings. A broadband average spanning 0.3-0.5 THz
was used. (b) THz 3-D image of the same pellet using a 4 ps time-window for
depth focusing.
embedded in HDPE. In this image, a 4 ps sliding time-window was used for
depth focusing. The time-window helps to remove THz pulse artifacts and is
necessary for viewing spectral information. The maximum voxel value was set to
unity for both images. The colorscale to the right of Figure 5.12(b) applies to
both images.
Comparing Figures 5.12(b) and 5.12(a) visually, the SA image is generally
cleaner with less blurring. The THz SA image also contains fewer missed targets
and better lateral and depth resolutions, as defined by the full width at half
max (FWHM) of the image intensity. Although many ball bearings are mostly
separable in the conventional image, the lateral resolution appears to be poor,
with some targets appearing as large as 1 mm in diameter. Average lateral and
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depth resolutions are given in Table 5.1, as well as standard deviations of both
values from target to target. The SA image has better lateral resolution, with
756.9 µm compared to 811 µm for conventional imaging.
Table 5.1: Imaging resolution metric comparison between SA depth focusing and
time-gate depth focusing.
SA depth focusing Time-gate depth focusing
Depth resolution (mean) 442.9 µm 439.2 µm
Depth resolution (std) 44.1 µm 57.4 µm
Lateral resolution (mean) 756.9 µm 811.9 µm
Lateral resolution (std) 182.6 µm 225.3 µm
In addition to better overall resolution capability, the SA imaging technique
leads to considerably more consistent results, with at least 20% reduction in
the standard deviation for both resolutions. This is possibly due to shadowing
effects, as the time-gating approach contains a narrow beam and which can be
obstructed. Meanwhile, SA imaging techniques take advantage of multiple look
angles, and the same obstruction will not to be present at all look angles.
5.4 Characterization
In order to produce meaningful system specifications, a preliminary exper-
iment was conducted using a steel ball bearing with a 1 mm radius. The ball
bearing was lowered approximately 1 cm below the virtual source. The data were
recorded with a 100 × 100 synthetic array, 100 µm spacing. The ball bearing is
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Figure 5.13: Depth of focus for two broadband averages. The blue curve corre-
sponds to a broadband average of 0.4-0.6 THz, while the green curve corresponds
to a broadband average from 0.3-0.7 THz. The 0.4 THz broadband average im-
proves depth resolution by 43%.
used to approximate a point-scatterer. Two other ball bearing sizes (radii of
0.5 and 1.5 mm) were also imaged with very similar results, therefore it is as-
sumed that the depth resolution is the limiting factor and is much larger than
the apparent size of the ball bearing.
5.4.1 Broadband resolution improvement
It will be shown here that broadband averaging significantly improves depth
resolution. Depth isolation was previously demonstrated in the surface profile of
the American dime in Section 5.3. Now, this improvement in depth resolution is
quantified. The variable CBB, as computed with (5.7), is shown in Figure 5.13 as
a function of focusing depth (green). Such a curve is known as a depth profile.
The chosen band is 0.4-0.6 THz for the solid blue curve. Also shown in Fig-
ure 5.13 is a depth profile (dashed green) with a broadband average of 0.3-0.7
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THz. One can readily see the improvement in depth resolution using broadband
SA image processing. In addition to improved depth resolution, unwanted fre-
quency dependent imaging artifacts are reduced. The FWHM for the 0.2 THz
bandwidth depth profile is 0.62 mm while the FWHM for the 0.4 THz bandwidth
depth profile is 0.35 mm, an improvement in depth resolution by 43%.
In addition to depth resolution improvement, there are multiple frequency-
dependent effects that can be mitigated. Both subjective speckle and side lobe
artifacts are common in SAR, and vary across the band [86]. By using a broad-
band average, one considerably reduces both of these effects, which are not desired
for most imaging applications.
5.4.2 Depth localization
An experiment was conducted to show that the SA system has proper relative
depth localization. That is, objects focus to the correct depth relative to other
targets. A steel ball bearing was lowered a distance Rz of 9 mm, 10 mm, and 11
mm below the virtual source. At each distance, the ball bearing was measured
individually and then moved with a micrometer-driven z-stage. Although data
sets at multiple depths are not recorded simultaneously, this experiment should
provide a good indication that the SA focusing technique resolves to the correct
depth.
Results for depth localization experiment are shown in Figure 5.14. The
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Figure 5.14: Depth of focus after broadband averaging from 0.3-0.5 THz and
intensity correction for single steel 1 mm ball bearing placed at three different
depths: 9 mm (blue), 10 mm (green), and 11 mm (red).
three curves are depth profiles that correspond to the SA normalized intensity
at the center of each ball bearing. The blue, green and red curves correspond
to ball bearing positions of 9 mm, 10 mm, and 11mm below the virtual source,
respectively. Each curve is generated by using a broadband average between 0.3
THz to 0.5 THz. One can clearly resolve between the multiple depths. The
difference in location of peak SA focused amplitude between the 9 mm and 10
mm ball bearing is 0.962 mm. The difference between the 10 mm and the 11 mm
position is 1.068 mm. Thus the depth localization is accurate to 40 µm, which
is reasonable considering the broadband average of 0.3-0.5 THz corresponds to
0.6-1.0 mm in wavelength.
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Figure 5.15: Depth resolution (in mm) is plotted as a function of bandwidth
included in the broadband summation from (5.7). The depth resolution is defined
by the full-width at half max of the depth profile. Also plotted is the theoretical
radar range resolution, given by the speed of light divided by twice the bandwidth.
5.4.3 Bandwidth comparison
As seen in Figure 5.13, a bandwidth increase of 0.2 THz allows for a dramat-
ically improved depth resolution. Clearly, the width of the broadband average
plays a key role in determining the depth resolution in a 3-D SA image. Starting
with a center frequency of 0.5 THz, the bandwidth was varied from 0 to 0.4 THz
in steps of 6.25 GHz. For example, a bandwidth of 0.2 THz corresponds to a
broadband average of 0.4-0.6 THz in 32 steps. For each selected bandwidth, the
broadband averaged depth profile was computed. To find the depth resolution,
the FWHM was found from each depth profile.
Depth resolution is plotted as a function of bandwidth in Figure 5.15. At the
far left end of the curve, the depth resolution is not impressive, only about 4 mm.
Looking at the far right end, a bandwidth of 0.5 THz provides a depth resolution
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of just over 300 µm. However, a system with a bandwidth of 10 THz should
see depth resolution on the order of 15 µm, provided sufficient SNR and phase
stability. Also plotted in Figure 5.15 is the theoretical RADAR range resolution,
∆r =
c
2B
. (5.12)
The theoretical RADAR range resolution curve tracks well with the mea-
sured depth resolution. Notice the curve is inversely proportional to bandwidth,
which is also consistent with optical coherence tomography and terahertz pulsed
imaging.
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Chapter 6
Synthetic-Aperture Based 3-D Spectral Imaging
Having demonstrated 3-D broadband THz SA imaging capabilities, the focus
shifts to chemical mapping and how it can be combined with 3-D imaging. Chap-
ter 4 developed several advanced techniques for chemical detection, but didn’t
deal directly with the 3-D imaging problem. This chapter combines the two
by presenting imaging formulations, followed by 3-D spectral surface profiling
results using a two-sided pellet measured in the NEAR-Lab, with quantitative
performance comparison between techniques.
6.1 Theoretical formulations
In this section, two different 3-D spectral THz imaging techniques were de-
veloped, frequency differencing and correlation processing. Both provide concur-
rent 3-D spectral imaging suitable for a synthetic-aperture imaging configuration.
Each was adapted from the original synthetic-aperture frequency-domain focus-
ing, equations (5.4) and (5.7). 3-D spectral imaging techniques in this section are
formed by the coherent addition of the electric field across frequency and sensor
position.
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6.1.1 Correlation processing
Correlation processing can be used in conjunction with broadband synthetic-
aperture imaging, as both utilize the coherent summation of the electric field
correlated with a exponential phase term [61]. The SA correlation processing
output, CPOSA(~rhjl), for each feature can be expressed as
CPOSA(~rhjl) =
∣∣∣∣∣
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
CNB(~rhjl, fq)× ECP (fq)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (6.1)
The correlation processing coherent average in (4.4) is now combined with the
broadband synthetic-aperture imaging kernel used in (5.7). The bandwidth,
Q∆f , is an important tuning parameter that influences detection performance
metrics.
It was shown in the previous section that the phase-structured field in (6.1),
ECP , can be used to detect a resonance peak. However, adaptation to 3-D SA
imaging is not trivial. Notice that the functional form of this term is the same
as ei2kd, a plane wave propagating some effective distance, d. Therefore, a cor-
relation processed image is misfocused above the actual scene. However, CPO
still minimizes returns corresponding to any spectrally flat material at it’s true
depth. To correct the misfocus that is incurred by (6.1), and provide concur-
rent 3-D imaging with good depth resolution, a broadband image from (5.7) was
used to isolate the more significant facets from the scene. Doing this corrects
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for the misfocussing error, and mitigates unwanted artifacts incurred by the rel-
atively narrow bandwidths needed in (6.1). In the case of the two-sided pellet,
CPOSA(~rhjl), is evaluated along the of the pellet surface; this is described further
in Section 6.2.
6.1.2 Frequency differencing
Chapter 3 demonstrated how the negative derivative of the reflected amplitude
can be used to identify materials in a difference image, as in Figure 4.5(b). This
section outlines a simple method that can be used to adapt the difference image
from using broadband SA processing. The derivative (or difference) operator
cannot be used directly in conjunction with (5.7), as the electric field is complex.
Taking the derivative of the electric field with respect to frequency would be
applied to the phase in addition to the magnitude, which would corrupt imaging
results.
However, features can be extracted by differencing two focused intensity im-
ages. Two broadband averages are taken using two center frequencies, fc1, and
fc2, each with identical bandwidth, ∆fQ. The SA frequency difference image,
CSA,df (~rhjl), is given by
CSA,df (~rhjl) = CBB(~rhjl) |fc1 − CBB(~rhjl, )|fc2 , (6.2)
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(a)
Figure 6.1: Reflected amplitude from lactose, with two highlighted frequency
regions in red and green used to generate SA frequency difference images.
where CBB(~rhjl, fc1) and CBB(~rhjl, fc2) are the frequency averaged images cen-
tered at frequencies fc1 and fc2, as computed from (5.7). The variable, Q, is the
total number of frequency bins involved in each average, and is an important
tuning parameter that influences detection performance.
Frequency differencing is further explained using Figure 6.1, which shows the
reflected amplitude for lactose. For the resonance peak at 0.53, there are two
frequency averages corresponding to center frequencies, fc1 and fc2, highlighted
by red and green boxes, respectively. In this example, the frequency differencing
technique accomplished by subtracting the focused image with fc2 = 0.57 THz
from the focused image with fc1 = 0.49 THz. There can be overlap between the
two frequency averages if Q∆f exceeds fc2 − fc1. The choice of each of these
parameters are dictated by the width of the resonance peaks.
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Figure 6.2: The two-sided pellet was lowered below the focal point (virtual source)
of a one-inch lens and measured in a SA configuration. Only a square section in
the center of the pellet was profiled.
6.2 Spectral profiling results with two-sided pellet
The two-sided pellet shown in Figure 6.3(b), made of lactose and HDPE, was
imaged in a synthetic-aperture configuration. The top of the roughened pellet
was lowered 1 cm below the focal point of a one-inch lens, as shown in Figure 6.2.
By raster scanning the THz transceiver in both x and y directions, the complex
scattered electric field was recorded for all sensor positions for a square patch
of the pellet directly above the boundary between the two species. The square
patch being profiled is outlined on the right side of Figure 6.2. First, a surface
profile of the square section of pellet was created using a broadband 3-D image
using the maximum value for CBB(~rhjl) at all x and y locations, similarly to what
was done in Section 5.3. Considering the rough surface of the pellet provides the
largest refractive index mismatch, the largest value of CBB(~rhjl) should occur at
the surface.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.3: (a) Close in photo of a similar pellet constructed with lactose and
high-density polyethylene. (b) Surface profile of the pellet obtained using (5.7).
(c) Spectral surface profile of a square section of the two-sided pellet. The col-
orscale was created using correlation processing as computed from (6.1), normal-
ized by its standard deviation. (c) Similar profile with colorscale created using
the frequency differencing technique, as computed from (6.2), also normalized by
its standard deviation.
The main goal for each image is to simultaneously display the scene and detect
lactose using false color to indicate the species. Equations (6.1) and (6.2) were
then evaluated along the surface, and used to determine the color for the 3-D
THz spectral surface profiles. Figure 6.3(c) uses correlation processing as calcu-
lated from (6.1). Figure 6.3(d) shows a similar spectral profile using frequency
differencing as calculated from (6.2). The red side of the colorscale on the right
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of each image denotes the ‘brightest’ values, most likely to be lactose. The color
values are normalized to the standard deviation of each profile.
Figure 6.3(c) was computed using only the first lactose peak, two separate
spectral regions 0.5-0.53 THz and 0.53-0.56, and summing contributions from
each region incoherently. The broadband image used to generate the surface
profile had a broadband average of 0.4-0.8 THz. The 3-D difference image from
(6.2) does provide some depth isolation in addition to spectral imaging. However,
for fair comparison, the same surface profile was used to create Figure 6.3(d). The
difference profile was calculated using fc1 = 0.52 THz, and fc2 = 0.54, with a
bandwidth of 0.02 THz for each image.
One can clearly distinguish between the two sides of the pellet in each fig-
ure. Clearly, CPOSA(~rhjl) is able to visibly distinguish between the two species,
lactose and HDPE. The frequency difference image, shown in Figure 6.3(d), also
reveals a difference between both sides. However, the difference profile is the
weaker of the two in terms of detection performance, as will be shown quantita-
tively in the next section.
6.2.1 Quantitative performance of spectral profiling
Quantitative performance metrics were computed similarly to Figure 4.7(a),
except each point on the surface profile was treated as a separate realization,
instead of treating each 2-D pixel as a separate realization. An ROC curve is
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Figure 6.4: ROC curves comparing performance of THz SA spectral surface pro-
files using correlation processing from (6.1) and the frequency differencing tech-
nique from (6.2).
plotted in Figure 7.5, which compares the performance of both spectral profiling
imaging techniques. The solid blue curve corresponds to correlation processing
as computed from (6.1), and the dashed green curve corresponds to frequency
differencing as computed from (6.2). Correlation processing performs the better
of the two methods, with Pd of 0.68 while maintaining a Pfa of 0.1. Frequency
differencing produces a Pd of 0.52 while constraining Pfa to 0.1.
After analyzing the spectral detection performance using a ROC curve, there
is still one unanswered question pertaining to THz spectral surface profiling.
That question is how accurate are the height profiles shown in Figures 6.3(d)
and 6.3(c). Table 6.1 compares statistics for different profiling methods, all using
Norton-brand 40 grit sandpaper.
The three independent groups/methods used to compute surface profiles were
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Table 6.1: Comparison of surface statistics for 40 grit sandpaper using various
surface profiling techniques. The top two are considered more conventional, while
the bottom two are new THz methods using two separate samples. ∗ Average of
three samples.
RMS height (µm) Correlation length (µm)
APL-UW* 109 µm 441 µm
Nanovea* 135 µm 420 µm
THz; rough pellet 171 µm 385 µm
THz; gold-coated 241 µm 363 µm
UPL-UW, Nanovea, and the THz-based method presented in this dissertation.
The top two sets of statistics correspond to UPL-UW and Nanovea. The bottom
two are derived from a THz broadband SA 3-D image as computed from (5.7),
corresponding to two samples, a rough pellet using 40 grit sandpaper to roughen
the surface, and a gold-coated sandpaper sample. Each THz profile was created
using a bandwidth of 0.4-0.8 THz.
The RMS heights for the THz methods were the highest of the four. The
correlation lengths, however, are lower for the THz-measured samples compared
to the APL-UW and Nanovea methods. It should be noted that the statistics
generated by APL-UW and Nanovea were created using an average of the same
three samples. The THz method used only one sample area for both the rough
pellet and the gold-coated sandpaper sample with no average. While there is
some variance from sample to sample, its possible THz radiation does not have
the capability to accurately profile these type of surfaces. Considering that (5.12)
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provides a range resolution of 375 µm for a bandwidth of 0.4 THz, profiling 40
grit sandpaper is pushing the limits of the system bandwidth.
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Chapter 7
3-D THz Spectral Imaging of Dielectric Spheres
Chapters 6 demonstrated THz SA spectral imaging capabilities in 3-D imaging
configurations with pressed pellet measurements. In this chapter, simulations are
used as an additional tool to investigate 3-D THz spectral imaging techniques.
Two techniques are used to distinguish between two types of dielectric spheres,
lactose, and HDPE. Those techniques are frequency differencing and matched-
field imaging. The theoretical formulation for the new technique, matched-field
imaging, is first described. Then, simulation details and results are provided.
7.1 Matched-field imaging
A matched filter is a powerful technique in radar, communications, and in-
frared spectral imaging. With some slight modifications, it can be be applied to
THz synthetic-aperture spectral imaging as well. A matched filter cross-correlates
a measurement with conjugate model, summing over both frequency and sen-
sor position. As mentioned earlier, a matched filter provides optimal SNR gain
in the case where the target signature is mixed with additive white Gaussian
noise [67, 71].
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The matched filter expression from (4.3) will be now be combined with the SA
imaging formulation from (5.7) to form the SA matched-field output, CMF (~rhjl),
which is given by
CMF (~rhjl) =
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
CNB(~rhjl, fq)× s∗0(|Rmn − rhjl|, fq), (7.1)
where |Rmn − rhjl| is the Euclidian distance between the sensor located at Rmn,
and the desired imaging pixel, ~rhjl. The notation,
∗, denotes the complex conju-
gate. The variable, CNB(~rhjl, fq), is the narrowband synthetic-aperture focused
field from (5.4). The conjugate model, s∗0(Rmn − rhjl, fq), depends on this dis-
tance in addition to frequency, fq, and incorporates both scattering information
and THz spectral resonance features. Implied in (7.1) is an isotropic backscatter-
ing approximation, as s∗0(Rmn − rhjl, fq) does not depend on orientation between
scatterer and sensor position. The variable, Q, is again the number of frequency
bins included in the summation.
Typically, matched filters in spectral imaging require an amplitude spectrum
be zero mean [72]. Therefore, prior to the evaluation of (7.1), the amplitude
envelope is subtracted by a polynomial fit of the amplitude, and the phase is left
intact. This serves both to ensure the amplitude signal is zero-mean, and reduce
any global trend that might hinder detection performance. In the case of a single
scattering dielectric sphere in the Raleigh regime, the backscattered electric field
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amplitude increases as a function of frequency.
While a wide bandwidth is required for good depth resolution, a relatively nar-
row bandwidth in (7.1) is desired for detection performance. To form a spectral
3-D image with good depth resolution, the SA matched-field output is multiplied
by a weighting image, chosen to be a thresholded broadband SA image. That
can be written as,
CˆMF (~rhjl) = CMF (~rhjl)×
[
CBB(~rhjl) > β
]
. (7.2)
The value of [CBB(~rhjl) > β] is zero unless CBB(~rhjl) exceeds the threshold, β.
This cleans up the final 3-D spectral image by eliminating sections of 3-D space
that do not contain any objects or surfaces.
7.2 Simulations details
In this section, a Monte Carlo simulation is conducted in order to investigate
the performance of 3-D broadband THz SA spectral imaging. The simulation
consists of two parts, simulating the scattered (and received) electric field from
two types of dielectric spheres, and then applying THz spectral detection algo-
rithms to reconstruct the original scene while discriminating between different
types of spheres. By creating a 3-D volume of spherical scatterers, insight can be
gained on how various algorithms can effect depth resolution and performance
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metrics of the final 3-D image.
Figure 7.1: Monte Carlo configuration showing the locations of distributed di-
electric spheres comprised of lactose or high-density polyethylene
Small dielectric spheres (10 µm in diameter) were first randomly distributed
in a volume with a narrow vertical extent. The background medium was assumed
to be free space. The locations of all the scatterers have a Poisson distribution
within a rectangular volume, 1 mm tall, as shown in Figure 7.1. Half the scatter-
ers contained in the volume are comprised of HDPE, with the other half lactose.
The index of refraction for HDPE is assumed to be 1.5, while the index of refrac-
tion for the lactose spheres was taken from a Lorentz oscillator model [12]. The
simulated electric field was found by summing the complex field contributions
from all individual scatterers, similar to [79]. Using a single scattering approx-
imation, the comprehensive backscattered electric field received at each sensor,
Esim(xn, ym, fq), is given by
Esim(xn, ym, fq) =
1
B
B∑
b=1
e−ik|rb−Rmn|Esphere(|rb −Rmn|, fq), (7.3)
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Figure 7.2: Geometry of a plane wave impinging on a sphere. The variable, r,
describes vector between the center of the sphere and the observation point.
where Esphere(r, fq) is the backscattered electric field from a dielectric sphere at
a distance, r and frequency fq. The extra e
−ikr term accounts for the wave
propagating from the sensor position to the dielectric sphere. The backscattered
electric field, Esphere(r, fq), is computed as given in [87]. The geometry of the
plane wave impinging on a dielectric sphere is shown in Figure. 7.2. The scattered
electric field, Esphere(r), is given by
Esphere(r, fq) =


Eθ
Eρ

 = e
−ikr
−ikr


S1 0
0 S2

Ein, (7.4)
where the negative sign convention on the e−ikr term was chosen to match with
pulsed THz measurements. The variable, Ein, is the incident scattered field
(amplitude is set to unity). The complex scattering amplitudes, S1 and S2, are
given as
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S1 =
∞∑
n=1
frac2n+ 1n(n+ 1)(anπn + bnτn), (7.5)
and
S2 =
∞∑
n
2n+ 1
n(n+ 1)
(anτn + bnπn). (7.6)
The variables τn and πn are frequency and geometry dependent, and can be
calculated recursively. The scattering coefficients, an and bn are computed using
Riccati-Bessel functions. A more detailed derivation is given here [87].
7.3 3-D Spectral imaging results
After generation of sphere locations using a random number generator in
MATLAB, the comprehensive scattered electric field was evaluated according to
(7.3). The locations of the dielectric spheres are shown for a single realization
in Figure 7.3(a). The complex electric field data were applied to (5.7) to con-
struct a 3-D THz broadband image, which is shown for the same realization in
Figure 7.3(b).
Equations (7.2) and (6.2) were then used to produce a 3-D spectral image in
each case. For fair comparison, a weighting image similar to the one used in (7.2)
was applied to the frequency differencing technique. Similarly to 3-D spectral
images in Chapter 6, each image was tuned to detect lactose, using false color.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: (a) Actual locations of dielectric spheres comprised of both high-
density polyethylene and lactose. (b) 3-D SA THz image of dielectric spheres
using (5.7).
Figure 7.4 shows 3-D spectral imaging results, revealing both technique’s ability
to discern between types of spheres. Figure 7.4(a) shows a top-down view of a 3-
D spectral image using matched-field imaging, while Figure 7.4(b) uses frequency
differencing. The red side of the colorscale on the right of each image denotes the
‘brightest’ voxel values, with a high likelihood of being lactose. The voxel values
are normalized so that the maximum value in each image is unity.
The contrast between the two types of spheres is evident in each image, al-
though not all images contain the same degree of contrast. The matched-field
image produces the greatest distinction between the two species. The frequency
difference image, shown in Figure 7.4(b), also reveals a difference between both
sides. However, this image is the weaker of the two in terms of detection perfor-
mance, as will be shown quantitatively in the next section.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.4: (a) Top-down THz spectral image of dielectric spheres comprised of
high-density polyethylene and lactose using matched-field imaging from (7.2). (b)
Spectral image using frequency differencing from (6.2).
7.4 Quantitative performance comparison
Quantitative performance metrics were computed using ROC analysis de-
scribed in Chapter 4, except each 3-D voxel was treated as a separate realization,
instead of treating each 2-D pixel as a separate realization. Recall that much of
the 3-D spectral matched-field image has been forced to a zero value due to the
weighting image applied in (7.2). To be counted as a detection or a false alarm,
there must be a non-zero voxel value in CBB(~rhjl).
Figure 7.5 shows a ROC curve that compares the performance of each imag-
ing method quantitatively. 10 independent realizations were needed for the ROC
curves to converge. Both matched-field imaging and frequency differencing per-
form well. The matched-field imaging technique performs better, especially when
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Figure 7.5: Receiver operating characteristic curves comparing performance of
detection techniques corresponding to 3-D spectral images shown in Figure 7.4
constraining probability of false alarm to low values (Pfa < 0.2), which is real-
istic for many personnel screening applications. With Pfa held constant at 0.1,
matched-field processing yields Pd of 0.72, while frequency differencing provides
a Pd of 0.27.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
Throughout this dissertation, it has been demonstrated that THz imaging
has considerable potential for 3-D chemical mapping. Every other portion of the
spectrum has proved useful over time for a variety of applications from radar
to biomedical optics and x-rays. There is no reason for the THz gap to be an
exception to this. The advantages of THz radiation, often denoted as the ‘last
frontier’ of the electromagnetic spectrum, are numerous:
1. THz frequencies can penetrate through a variety of packaging and cloth-
ing materials, while reflecting from more opaque materials such as human
tissue.
2. THz wavelengths are small enough compared to radio wavelengths, so that
THz systems are capable of producing higher resolution images than mir-
cowaves or millimeter waves.
3. Many chemical materials, such as drugs and explosives, contain unique
spectral signatures observable in both transmission and reflection mode.
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4. THz instrumentation has improved enormously over the last few decades.
Source power and receiver sensitivity have seen large increases, while the
manufacturing size and cost of each source and receiver continues to fall
over time.
For these reasons, THz 3-D spectral imaging of explosive and other chemi-
cals is both realizable and powerful. In particular, reflection 3-D spectral imag-
ing could be useful for personnel and mail screening, helping to secure military
checkpoints and airports around the world. The pharmaceutical industry also
has shown interest in this type of technology for use as a quality screening tool
in manufacturing processes.
This dissertation has explored multiple 3-D THz imaging methods, empha-
sizing synthetic-aperture (SA) imaging. Synthetic-aperture imaging has the po-
tential to isolate depth in a 3-D image without sacrificing frequency resolution
necessary to detect drugs or explosives. Additionally, improvement in depth res-
olution is achievable using broadband THz SA image processing. Broadband
averaging was shown to dramatically increase depth resolution of the 3-D images
demonstrated in simulation and with images of real-world objects.
One large component of this work was to develop and test SA imaging tech-
niques. This was done using various objects, such as an American dime. However,
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the ultimate goal was to test algorithms on materials with interesting spectral fea-
tures. This involved constructing 3-D samples containing the explosive simulant,
lactose, and applying the spectral imaging techniques outlined in this proposal to
provide chemical mapping. In addition, multiple types of simulations were used
for development of spectral imaging algorithms, and for gaining intuition on how
they operate.
Specifically, the following items were completed as a part of this dissertation.
1. Studied rough surface effects on of the scattered signature of lactose ob-
served from a multiposition sensor array. This study, which served as the
first of it’s kind, illustrated the challenges of diffuse THz scattering spec-
troscopy, and how to overcome them. It became clear in this study that a
multiposition array was the best way to view a scattering signature, and
has become further utilized in a SA imaging configuration.
2. Implemented a broadband 3-D THz SA imaging algorithm. This implemen-
tation was the first of its kind, utilizing a 2-D array and to create high
resolution 3 - D THz images. Using a broadband THz system will allow
3-D imaging with significant depth and lateral resolution. This algorithm
was based on a modified version of conventional synthetic-aperture radar
techniques.
3. Applied advanced image processing algorithms to measured and simulated
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scattered electric field data from pressed pellets and numerically generated
dielectric spheres and rough surfaces.
4. Designed and validated a hollow dielectric tube waveguide suitable for broad-
band single-mode propagation at THz frequencies. This waveguide design
utilizes the HEM11 mode, which supports single-mode propagation for sub-
wavelength fibers for several octaves. As part of this work, analytic expres-
sions were developed, and compared results with numerical simulation and
measurement.
Through each chapter of this dissertation, each of these algorithms was mo-
tivated, demonstrated, and the results were discussed. Each of the techniques
have been proven to be useful, although they are not without disadvantage.
8.2 Future work
The following areas can be considered for further research related to work on
THz 3-D SA imaging:
1. Measure scattered response from other chemicals, such as C-4, that con-
tain multiple resonance features in the THz range, and apply detection
techniques, such as correlation processing, on scattered data from such
chemicals.
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2. Model scattered response from rough surface using more complex numeri-
cal analysis tools. One particularly powerful tool for THz pulses is finite-
difference-time-domain software, such as MEEP. This model can be incor-
porated in the matched-field imaging formulation from Chapter 7.
3. Develop 3-D THz SA imaging for use with other more complex environ-
ments, such as layered structures or curved surfaces .
8.3 Contributions to the THz community
Many of the items covered in this work have formed an important contribution
to the THz community, this research involved in this dissertation has produced
nine conference and journal publications. The full list of these publications is
shown below.
1. S.C. Henry, L.M. Zurk, S. Schecklman, THz Imaging and Spectral Profiling
Using Correlation Processing, submitted to IEEE Transactions on Tera-
hertz Science & Technology.
2. S.C. Henry, G. Kniffin, L.M. Zurk, 3-D Terahertz Spectral Imaging of Di-
electric Spheres, in preparation to be submitted to Optics Letters.
3. S.C. Henry, G. Kniffin, L.M. Zurk, S. Schecklman, 3-D Broadband Terahertz
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Synthetic Aperture Imaging, 37th International Conference on Infrared, Ter-
ahertz and Millimeter Waves, September, 2012.
4. S.C. Henry, L.M. Zurk, S. Schecklman Terahertz Spectral Imaging Using
Correlation Processing, 37th International Conference on Infrared, Tera-
hertz and Millimeter Waves, September, 2012.
5. S.C. Henry, L.M. Zurk, D.D. Duncan, S. Schecklman, Three-dimensional
Broadband Terahertz Synthetic Aperture Imaging, Optical Engineering, vol.
51, no. 9, 2012.
6. S. Schecklman, L.M. Zurk, S.C. Henry, G. P. Kniffin, Terahertz Material
Detection From Diffuse Surface Scattering, Journal of Applied Physics, vol.
109, no. 9, 2011.
7. L. M. Zurk, S.C. Henry, D. Duncan, and S. Schecklman, Physics-based
processing for terahertz reflection spectroscopy and imaging, Proceedings of
SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering, vol. 7854, 2010.
8. G. Sundberg, L.M. Zurk, S. Schecklman, S. C. Henry,Modeling Rough-
Surface and Granular Scattering at Terahertz Frequencies Using the Finite-
Difference Time-Domain Method, IEEE Geoscience, Oct. 2010.
9. S.C. Henry, G. Kniffin, S. Schecklman, and L. M. Zurk, Measurement and
Modeling of Rough Surface Effects on Terahertz Spectroscopy, Proceedings
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of SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering, vol. 7601,
2010.
10. S.C. Henry, L.M. Zurk, R.L. Campbell, P. Hanaway, Measurement and
modeling of dielectric tube waveguides for terahertz pulses, Proceedings of
SPIE - The International Society for Optical Engineering, vol. 7215, 2009.
Although the measured spectral imaging results shown throughout this dis-
sertation only uses on a single lactose feature at 0.53 THz, these same techniques
could be used on several resonances throughout the THz range to detect a ma-
terials of interest substance such as RDX and HMX explosive compounds, which
contains numerous features between 0.5 and 3 THz. At the current pace, future
THz imaging systems will have sufficient SNR and bandwidths to utilize features
higher in the THz range. While THz 3-D spectral imaging has enormous poten-
tial in security applications, techniques like those presented in this dissertation
are needed to capture the full potential of dynamic THz time-domain systems.
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Appendix A
Study on Dielectric Tube Waveguides
The focus of the dissertation has been on utilizing broadband THz pulses for
3-D imaging and spectroscopy. Not much was discussed on the generation and
confinement of a broadband THz pulse without distortion. Moreover, physical
phased arrays, which operate similarly to synthetic arrays described in Chapter
5, require a controllable phase shift at every element. This can be achieved by a
network of switchable waveguides [88]. This section summarizes a study that was
conducted on the feasibility of hollow dielectric tube waveguides that will permit
the undistorted and low-loss transmission of broadband THz pulses for use in a
variety of applications.
While THz imaging has great promise, most THz systems have no guiding
mechanism and therefore suffer spherical spreading loss with current free space
techniques. A waveguide would eliminate spreading losses, have low attenua-
tion and dispersion (same phase delay across frequency), and high field confine-
ment. Effective terahertz spectroscopy also requires especially large bandwidths
to identify spectral signatures; therefore single-mode propagation is necessary to
transmit broadband pulses. Single-mode waveguides can be achieved by utilizing
the fundamental HEM11 mode, which has no cutoff frequency, or by suppressing
higher order modes.
Several waveguides have been proposed for THz frequencies. Scaled metal
waveguides used for millimeter-wave frequencies (less than 300 GHz) can be
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used, but single mode propagation is not possible beyond one octave. In some
applications, spectra of interest span several octaves or even decades, resulting
in intermodal interference. Although, some attempts have been made to strip
higher order modes using directional couplers and surface roughness. If such
higher order modes could be minimized, metallic waveguides could be utilized
for spectroscopy. More recently, the Sommerfeld wire has received considerable
interest. The Sommerfeld wire consists of a single metal wire that carries elec-
tromagnetic energy on its surface due to the high index discontinuity. Though
it is very non-dispersive; the electric field distribution extends quite far in the
radial direction. [89] A summary of potential terahertz waveguides is included in
Table A.1.
Simple dielectric fibers can also be used to transport THz energy, though
they can exhibit high attenuation due to the heating loss associated with dielectric
material. Many dielectric materials that are commonly used in optical waveguides
become quite lossy in the THz regime (0.3-3.0 THz), and exploration of low loss
materials is an area of active research. [90]
Table A.1: List of possible THz structures
Type of Waveguide Frequency Range THz scaling difficulty
Optical Fiber Optics Lossy
Metal Waveguide Microwaves Band-Limited
Microstrip Microwaves Loosely Bound
Sommerfeld Wire Terahertz Radiation
In this section, cylindrical, hollow-core, dielectric waveguides are presented for
the G-band (140-220 GHz). Propagation characteristics were obtained by theo-
retical analysis, computer simulation, and experiments conducted using a vector
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Figure A.1: Hollow dielectric waveguide showing all three regions. The axial wave
vector, kz, depends on a, b, n2, and frequency. Cylindrical coordinate system is
used here due to the symmetries involved in matching boundary conditions.
network analyzer (VNA) with a cylindrical horn attachment. The hollow dielec-
tric waveguide consists of a cylindrical dielectric rod with a hollow air core. It has
been shown that the air core lowers attenuation and dispersion when compared
to a dielectric rod. [91] Also, by decreasing the size of the air core, high field
confinement can be achieved. Field confinement is in an important parameter in
the areas such as signal integrity where fields that extend far beyond the surface
of the waveguide can interfere with the surrounding environment. This appendix
first presents background propagation physics and compares theoretical predic-
tions with transmission measurements taken from 140-220 GHz. Concluding the
appendix, an improved waveguide more suitable for higher THz frequencies is
considered.
A.1 Propagation Physics
The main goal of this section is to be able to quickly predict the performance
of the waveguide for given physical parameters. These parameters are the inner
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radius, a, the outer radius, b, and n2, the index of refraction of the dielectric
material in layer 2. The basic diagram of a hollow, dielectric waveguide is shown
in Figure A.1, where the center region is air, that is, n1 = n3 = 1 and µ = µ0 for
all layers. Finding the performance of the waveguide requires computing modal
solutions, each with a unique complex propagation constant, kz = βz−jαz, where
βz is the axial wave number in units of radians/m, and αz is the attenuation rate
in units of m−1. Finding suitable values of kz is commonly referred to as an
eigenvalue solution to the waveguide problem.
Once kz is found, then all fields can be solved for any hybrid mode, HEnm or
EHnm, where n is the order of the all Bessel functions, and kz is them
th solution to
the eigenvalue problem, which will be obtained by matching boundary conditions
at both surfaces. First, we must express the fields in cylindrical coordinates in
terms of physical parameters and arbitrary coefficients. [92] However, using the
basis representation found in [93], the tangential fields can be matched at all
boundaries, namely Eφ(ρ), Ez(ρ), Hφ(ρ), Hz(ρ).
The tangential field expressions in the air core are


E¯1z (ρ)
H¯1z (ρ)
E¯1φ(ρ)
H¯1φ(ρ)


=


Jn(k
1
ρρ) 0 0 0
0 Jn(k
1
ρρ) 0 0
jnkz
ρk1
ρ
2 Jn(k
1
ρρ)
jωµ0
k1
ρ
J ′n(k
1
ρρ) 0 0
− jωǫ1
k1
ρ
J ′n(k
1
ρρ) − jnkzρk1
ρ
2 Jn(k
1
ρρ) 0 0




A1
B1
0
0


=MA(ρ)


A1
B1
0
0


,
(A.1)
where Ai, Bi, etc. are coefficients for the i
th layer, and Jn is a Bessel function
of order n. The notation for the field quantities (E,H) is that the superscript
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denotes the region (i.e., E1 is the electric field in the air core, etc.). The per-
mittivities’s for each layer are denoted as ǫi, and are equal to the square of the
index of refraction (i.e., ǫ1 = n
2
1, etc.). There is an additional φ dependence term,
either sin(nφ) or cos(nφ) for each field component. These terms are omitted here
because they are identical for each layer and will cancel when matching boundary
conditions. In the dielectric layer, the tangential field expressions are


E¯2z (ρ)
H¯2z (ρ)
E¯2φ(ρ)
H¯2φ(ρ)


=


Jn(k
2
ρρ) Yn(k
2
ρρ) 0 0
0 0 Jn(k
2
ρρ) Yn(k
2
ρρ)
jnkz
ρk2
ρ
2 Jn(k
2
ρρ)
jnkz
ρk2
ρ
2 Yn(k
2
ρρ)
jωµ0
k2
ρ
J ′n(k
2
ρρ)
jωµ0
k2
ρ
Y ′n(k
2
ρρ)
− jωǫ2
k2
ρ
J ′n(k
2
ρρ) − jωǫ2k2
ρ
Y ′n(k
2
ρρ) − jnkzρk2
ρ
2 Jn(k
2
ρρ) − jnkzρk2
ρ
2 Yn(k
2
ρρ)




A2
B2
C2
D2


=MB(ρ)


A2
B2
C2
D2


, (A.2)
where Yn is the Bessel function of the second kind of order n. Prime denotes the
derivative operator with respect to the argument of the Bessel function. In the
outside region, the tangential field expressions are


E¯3z (ρ)
H¯3z (ρ)
E¯3φ(ρ)
H¯3φ(ρ)


=


Kn(αρρ) 0 0 0
0 Kn(αρρ) 0 0
jnkz
ραρ2
Kn(αρρ)
jωµ0
αρ
K ′n(αρρ) 0 0
− jωǫ3
αρ
K ′n(αρρ) − jnkzραρ2Kn(αρρ) 0 0




A3
B3
0
0


=MC(ρ)


A3
B3
0
0


.
(A.3)
and the variables MA,MB,MC are are shorthand notation denoting the 4 × 4
matrices containing all of the Bessel functions. Kn denotes the modified Bessel
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function of the second kind of order n. However, these equations alone are not
enough to solve the eigenvalue problem. The radial wave numbers , k1ρ, k
2
ρ, αρ,
can be related to kz using
k1ρ =
√
(n0k0)2 − (kz)2, (A.4)
k2ρ =
√
(n1k0)2 − (kz)2, (A.5)
αρ =
√
(kz)2 − (n0k0)2, (A.6)
k0 =
2pif
c
, (A.7)
and
n0k0 < kz < n1k0. (A.8)
Note that αρ corresponds to radial field attenuation (not to be confused with
αz, the axial attenuation rate). When αρ is real, then Kn(αρρ) represents the
evanescently decaying fields outside the outer boundary. When αρ is imaginary,
then Kn(αρρ) represents cylindrically spreading waves. The surface between the
air core (region 1) and dielectric layer (region 2) results in the following boundary
conditions,


E¯1z (ρ = a)
H¯1z (ρ = a)
E¯1φ(ρ = a)
H¯1φ(ρ = a)


=


E¯2z (ρ = a)
H¯2z (ρ = a)
E¯2φ(ρ = a)
H¯2φ(ρ = a)


, (A.9)
and
and
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MA(ρ = a)


A1
B1
0
0


=MB(ρ = a)


A2
B2
C2
D2


. (A.10)
The surface between the dielectric layer (region 2) and the outside (region 3)
results in the following boundary condition:


E¯2z (ρ = b)
H¯2z (ρ = b)
E¯2φ(ρ = b)
H¯2φ(ρ = b)


=


E¯3z (ρ = b)
H¯3z (ρ = b)
E¯3φ(ρ = b)
H¯3φ(ρ = b)


, (A.11)
and
MB(ρ = b)


A2
B2
C2
D2


=MC(ρ = b)


A3
B3
0
0


. (A.12)
By combining MA,MB,MC , we can avoid solving simultaneously for coeffi-
cients, and solve for kz directly. Rewriting (A.12), we have


A2
B2
C2
D2


=M−1B (ρ = b)MC(ρ = b)


A3
B3
0
0


, (A.13)
and by inserting (A.10), we can write
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MA(ρ = a)


A1
B1
0
0


=MB(ρ = a)M
−1
B (ρ = b)MC(ρ = b)


A3
B3
0
0


, (A.14)
and


MA11 MA12 0 0
MA21 MA22 0 0
MA31 MA32 0 0
MA41 MA42 0 0




A1
B1
0
0


=


m11 m12 0 0
m21 m22 0 0
m31 m32 0 0
m41 m42 0 0




A3
B3
0
0


. (A.15)
By subtracting all elements on the right, we get


MA11 MA12 −m11 −m12
MA21 MA22 −m21 −m22
MA31 MA32 −m31 −m32
MA41 MA42 −m41 −m42




A1
B1
A3
B3


= 0. (A.16)
We can now call this new 4x4 matrix MD(kz). Physical parameters a, b, n2,
and f all influence MD(kz), though kz is the undetermined variable. If MD is
an invertible 4 × 4 matrix, then we have no problem solving the characteristic
equation numerically. That is, we set the determinant of MD(kz) to zero,
det(MD(kz)) = 0. (A.17)
A.1.1 Horn Excitation
The measurements presented in the following section were conducted using
conical horn extensions. Thus, in this section we account for the non-uniform
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Figure A.2: The horn attachment will filter higher order modes. (a) The diagram
of the horn aperture with some launch angle, θl, exciting the waveguide. (a)
Antenna beam pattern for the conical horn attachment. (c) Mode weighting
dependence on θl.
mode excitation introduced by the horn. Before we compute an expected response
for the transmission coefficient, S21, we must first properly weight each mode.
The approximation maps antenna beam pattern for the horn antenna onto the
aperture of the waveguide, as shown in Figure A.2. First, analytical expressions
for the conical horn antenna must be applied. [94] Our horn has dimensions 0.75
mm (inside radius) × 2.37 mm (outside radius) × 6.11 mm (length). The electric
field beam pattern will be denoted as FE(φ, θ). The conical horn has fairly good
axial symmetry, but it is not perfect due to the vertical polarization of the TE10
mode launched by the horn. Therefore, we must integrate over all φ in order to
determine the average mode weighting function, c(θ), which is shown in the plot
in Figure A.2 (c). We can write each coupling coefficient, cl(θl), as
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Figure A.3: Pictures show experimental set-up (at Cascade Microtech) with vec-
tor network analyzer (VNA). (a) Transmission measurements with tube D2 fitted
between horns. (b) The horn attachment. (c) Transmission measurements with
tube D1. (d) All tubes shown together.
cl(θl) =
∫ 2π
0
FE(φ, θl)dφ, (A.18)
where θl is the launch angle for the l
th mode, and is assumed to be cos−1( k
l
z
n2k0
).
An approximation for S21 can be written as
1
c1 + c2 + ...cN
N∑
l=1
cle
−jklzd, (A.19)
where klz is the propagation constant for the l
th mode.
A.2 Measurements
As shown in Figure A.3, a vector network analyzer (VNA) was used to mea-
sure three hollow dielectric waveguides, labeled D1-D3 with two mechanisms of
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Figure A.4: (Left) Measured S21 values for both flange and horn coupling mecha-
nisms. Measurement for tubes D1, D2, and D3 are shown in red, blue and green,
respectively. (Right) Each tube is drawn approximately to scale.
coupling energy into the tubes. Two-port S-parameters from 140-220 GHz were
measured for five total configurations. The transmission measurement, S21, across
each configuration, is the parameter of interest and examined here.
The measurements of S21 (plotted as power) are shown in left of Figure A.4
and were obtained as follows. First, WR-5 metal waveguide flanges were aligned
18.4 cm apart (WR-5 is designation meaning a hollow, rectangular waveguide with
dimensions 1.29 mm x 0.65 mm). Second, a metal, conical horn (Figure A.3(b))
was attached to each flange to increase the coupling between the WR-5 waveg-
uide impedance and free space. The horn also serves to couple the rectangular
waveguide of sub-wavelength dimensions to larger, cylindrical, tubes. Photos of
the horn can be seen in Figure A.3. Finally, the three dielectric tubes shown in
Figure A.3(d) were placed around each horn; the dimension of each tube can be
seen in Figure A.4. Notice that these tubes are electrically large, several wave-
lengths in diameter, and not optimally designed. More refined waveguides will
be discussed in last section.
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Several observations can be from the plot in Figure A.4. First, there is a
gain of approximately 20 dB resulting from the directivity introduced with the
horns. This occurs across the entire band. Secondly, the addition of the dielectric
tubes increase gain by a further 10-20 dB (depending on the tube). Thus, there
is a potential overall gain of nearly 40 dB relative to the unguided (free space)
propagation. Given that most THz systems are limited by signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), this could provide critical capability.
Though SNR is important, we also must take into account dispersion. Tubes
D2 and D3, having the largest diameter, clearly exhibit dispersive behavior. Small
interference patterns can be seen across the band, which is to be expected with
large waveguides supporting multiple modes. However, D1 displayed relatively
non-dispersive behavior. In the next section, we compare the measurements to
theoretically predicted values.
A.3 Comparison of Model and Measurement
Using (19), we can compute the expected value for S21 using the complete
propagation model. The plots in Figure A.5 show both the measured and theo-
retically computed values for S21. Note that for theoretical calculations, we use
n = 1.5 - .001j, which is a measured value for polyethylene, a common plas-
tic. [95]. The levels of the predicted values were adjusted to match the efficiency
of the VNA. It can be seen that all three tubes support many hybrid modes, and
therefore dispersion is expected because each mode will travel a different path
length through the tube. The S21 measurements for D2 and D3 appear to verify
this hypothesis; there are 30 and 72 predicted propagating modes, respectively.
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While the model results agree qualitatively with the measurements, there is not
exact agreement. We believe this is due to the strong sensitivity to the physical
parameters, particularly permittivity and exact tube length. Slight changes in
these values results in shifts in the null structure.
Figure A.5: Comparison between S21 measured and computed using propagation
models. Included under each plot is the number of total modes supported.
However, the D1 tube clearly exhibits non-dispersive behavior indicating only
one or two modes are actually propagating, as it has a flat spectral response
with slight roll-offs at either end of the band. This is a qualitative disagreement
from the computed values, which predict 11 propagating modes. Also plotted
in Figure A.5(a), is the predicted response for D1 for only the two lowest order
modes, which shows a distinct null at 205 GHz, and resembles the roll-off seen
in the measurement (if the null occurred higher in frequency). It is possible
that only the two lowest order modes remained at the end of the tube, therefore
explaining the flat spectral content seen in the measurement. This non-dispersive
behavior, combined with low attenuation, across an 18.4 cm span was a surprising
result. Reasons for the proposed mode-stripping remain unknown; one possibility
is surface roughness converting energy from one mode to another. Nonetheless,
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the method of launching RF energy into a hollow, dielectric tube is clearly an
effective way of guiding terahertz radiation.
A.4 Simulated Results
As noted earlier, all of the measured waveguides are not optimal for transport-
ing EM radiation in the terahertz regime. We now consider optimization of the
waveguide using the propagation model. We will also shift the frequency range of
interest to 0.4-0.9 THz, or 0.33-0.75 mm in wavelength. With proper dimension-
ing, single mode propagation is possible across a wide band because the so-called
fundamental HEM11 mode has no cut-off frequency, though does become loosely
bound at low frequencies [96]. One important frequency-dependent parameter
is power distribution. When placing multiple waveguides in close proximity, one
must confine the power in the fundamental mode so that the signal does not in-
terfere with neighboring components, and thus be tightly-bound. One can write
the power distribution as the axial component of the Poynting vector. Using the
field expressions from (8.1)-(8.3), we can write
Sz(ρ, φ) = zˆ · (E¯ × H¯∗), (A.20)
where the radial field components can be obtained in a similar manor as in (8.1)-
(8.3). Power confinement can be quantified by taking the ratio of Sz contained
in the cross-sectional air core of the waveguide to the total. [97]
Pratio =
∫
Acore
Sz(ρ, φ)dA∫
Atotal
Sz(ρ, φ)dA
(A.21)
Looking at Figure A.6, a plot of power distribution for the HEM11 mode,
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Figure A.6: Normalized axial power distributions for tubes with the same outer
radius (150 µm) but each with a different inner radius (30 µm and 70 µm, respec-
tively) are shown in (a) and (b) for the fundamental mode. Dispersion curves
(kz/k0) and power ratios for each tube are shown in (c) and (d).
one can see that two waveguides with the same outer radius (150 µm) and two
different inner radii (30 µm and 70 µm) confine their respective power differently.
The smaller air core actually contains higher power density, though the larger air
core contains more total power because it has a larger area. It might initially be
confusing that energy is traveling within the air void when the typical optical fiber
carries most of its energy in the higher-indexed material. This can be explained
by the constitutive relationship to Maxwell’s equations: D = ǫE. The normal
component of the D-flux must be constant across the boundary. Therefore, a
vertically polarized mode, provides a higher E-field in the lower indexed side
of the boundary (air core) [98]. If the inside diameter small enough, a high
percentage the total power can be confined inside the air core. However, the inside
diameter is too small, then there isn’t enough area to carry a sufficient percentage.
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Power confinement is dependent, of course, on frequency. In Figure A.6(c),(d),
we show both power ratio and dispersion curves for the aforementioned tubes. It
is clear that one has a higher power confinement than the other, and in general
an optimal point can be found over a range of frequencies. The dispersion curve
is also flattened for the larger core, which helps minimize signal broadening.
Clearly there are trade-offs to consider when choosing waveguides dimensions
and materials, and these choices will affect the power confinement. Ideally, the
dispersion curve is flat, power is ideally confined completely, and attenuation is
zero. However, it is not possible to choose parameters to realize optimal perfor-
mance in every domain, and the parameter choice will be dictated by the specific
applications.
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Appendix B
Generation of Receiver Operating Characteristics
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is considered one of the
standard ways to analyze the performance of a detection algorithm, as it shows
the complete detection performance. ROC curves are a plot of probability of
detection, Pd, against probability of false alarm (or false positive), Pfa and are
often used in a variety of fields such as radar and biomedical diagnosis. It can be
easy to achieve 100% chance of detection, so long as there is also 100% chance
of false alarm. In addition, one can also manipulate detection performance by
selecting beneficial false alarm rates. Indeed, some detection algorithms perform
better at very low false alarm rates than at relatively high ones.
Figure B.1(a) shows 500 realizations of two populations, both generated as
Gaussian random numbers with identical variances. The first population has a
mean of 0.5, while the second population has a mean of 0. Figure B.1(b) shows
the probability density functions for each population. In order to make a decision,
a threshold is drawn in between the distributions, without knowing which distri-
bution the data actually comes from. The probability of detection is calculated
according to (4.11), which corresponds to all average number realizations from
population 1 above the threshold. Similarly, the probability of false alarm is cal-
culated using the same threshold using (4.12). Both of these numbers, (Pfa, Pd),
corresponding to one point on an ROC curve. The threshold is then swept across
a range of values, and with each move, a different point on the ROC curve is
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calculated.
Figure B.2(a) shows several different ROC curves. The first ROC curve is a
ideal, with Pd = 1, while Pfa = 0. The second curve shows a very good ROC
curve. For example, this curve contains the point with Pd = 0.95 and Pfa = .08.
The third curve shows a useless ROC curve that is the same as flipping a coin
to decide whether the data comes from the first or second population. That is,
there is a 50% chance of detection with 50% chance of false alarm. ROC curves
are used throughout this dissertation to compare the performance of multiple
detection methods.
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Figure B.1: (a) Sequence of random numbers drawn from a Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean of 0.5 (blue) and 0 (green). (b) Probability density distribution
corresponding to each distribution.
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Figure B.2: (a) Three ROC curves shown: ideal curve (blue), very strong curve
(green), and a useless curve (red).
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Appendix C
Computationally Efficient Implementation of Synthetic-Aperture
Imaging
This section outlines the THz SA broadband implementation that was de-
scribed in Chapter 5. Equations (5.4) and (5.7) describe an imaging algorithm
that a frequency-domain adaptation of a 2-D phased-array beamformer. Typ-
ically phased-array beamformers form plane waves that are focused to infinity;
and the formulation shown here is near-field beamforming in which the array
focuses to a point relatively close to the array. While this technique allows for
3-D imaging, there are computational challenges to doing this.
Equation (5.4) requires the total number of operations to be M × N by the
total numbers of voxels in the desired image. Suppose a 200 × 200 synthetic
array of elements (with 100 microns spacing) is used to image a 3-D volume
that consists of 200 × 200 × 100 voxels. Implementing (5.4) directly results in
160 billion operations, which is before broadband averaging in (5.7). Because
the operations involve complex numbers, the actual amount of computation is
more. In addition, the computational overhead of using loops in a programming
language such as MATLAB makes doing this type of calculation increasingly
difficult. One option that could mitigate this problem is by performing multiple
operations simultaneously, or vectorizing. However, this would entail creating
very large multi-dimensional matrices which would exceed the amount of available
memory on most machines.
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The approach used in this work utilizes the computation efficiency of the 2-D
Fourier transform. Instead of multiplying all elements in the 2-D array by an
appropriate phase, a convolution is used. A phase kernel is first constructed that
focuses directly down toward the center of the array.
This approach may appear to do additional unused operations, and does con-
tain some extra complexity. However, it is significantly faster than the alternative.
Equation (5.4) can be represented as a convolution integral, where the received
electric field is convolved in two-dimensions with a complex tapered beamforming
kernel. That is,
CNB(fq, ~rhjl) = E(xm, yn, fq) ⋆ [Hmn(~rhjl, fq)], (C.1)
where the notation ⋆ represents a 2-D convolution. The M × N matrix, Hmn(~rhjl),
includes phase adjustments at all sensor positions for a desired imaging pixel di-
rectly below the center of the array. Only one depth image is achieved per con-
volution, therefore this process must be repeated across all depth slices to create
the 3-D image. The process can be visualized in one-dimension in Figure C.1.
For each pixel, each of the received signals are multiplied by the appropriate
phases/amplitudes and added together coherently. Each pixel in the 2-D image
is created by the delay that occurs in each dimension of the convolution. The
convolution does produce unwanted pixels in the resulting convolution, which
are shown in red in Figure C.1. These edge effects are truncated from the final
images. The Gaussian taper included inHmn(~rhjl) forces the resulting convolution
of all perfectly constructive elements in the convolution to unity. By utilizing the
2-D Fourier transform, a 2-D convolution significantly reduces the number of
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Figure C.1: One-dimensional Synthetic array implemented by convolving the raw
complex image data with complex phase kernel corresponding to appropriate ray
paths. The middle of the resulting operation is cropped out to create the final
image
computations needed in (5.4) to produce an image.
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Appendix D
Characterization of Virtual Source
In order to gain intuition for how the virtual source operates as a diverging
beam, it is important to properly characterize the virtual source. This is done
to ensure that the beam is in fact diverging below the physical focal point of the
one-inch lens, and to determine to what degree it is diverging. A knife-edge test
was conducted at several points around and below the focal point of the one-inch
polyethylene focusing lens. Essentially, this is an additional method of measuring
the emitted beam pattern at different THz frequencies. Using this information,
the cone angle of the diverging beam can be calculated.
Figure ?? shows the configuration of the knife edge test. An aluminum plate
with a sharp edge was scanned across the beam at the focal point of the lens.
This was repeated again as the plate was moved further and further below focal
point. The knife edge test occurred at varying depths between 0 and 8 mm below
the focal point of the lens. This process was done in both the E-plane and the
H-plane of the photoconductive antenna.
Figure ?? shows the result of the knife edge test at 0.6 THz after taking the
discrete derivative across position, either x or y, for the E-plane and H-plane
profiles, respectively. Figure D.2(a) shows the beam profile along the E-plane,
while Figure D.2(b) shows the beam profile along the H-plane. Each of the two
profiles looks qualitatively similar. Both start at a point and widen as z0, the
depth below the virtual source, increases. The beam angles are also quite similar.
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Figure D.1: (a) Demonstration of knife edge test on THz virtual source using a
metallic object with a fine edge that is swept across the THz beam. (b) Simu-
lated knife edge test data, and corresponding beam profile found by taking the
derivative across position.
The E-plane profile spreads at 22 ◦ (full-angle), compared to 25 ◦ for the H-plane.
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Figure D.2: (a) Beam pattern at 0.6 THz along the E-plane of the antenna below
focal point, or virtual source. (b) Beam pattern at 0.6 THz along the H-plane of
the antenna below focal point, or virtual source.
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Appendix E
Virtual Source Drift Correction
One important item that was observed during the implementation of the SA
imaging algorithm was that the physical focal point of the one-inch lens shifts
as a function of frequency. This effect can be measured via computing (5.2) and
imaging a small target such as a ball bearing.
There are two main reasons for this shift. The first involves the shift of the
physical focal point of the one-inch lens. This is likely due to the polyethylene
focusing lens being closer to the near field of the transmitting dipole antenna,
for higher frequencies. Essentially, the transmitted beam becomes a collimated
beam, creating the focal point relatively close to the lens. Conversely, lower in
frequency, the transmitted radiation more closely resembles a diverging beam,
lengthening the focal point. Unfortunately, the exact calculation of the far field
distance isn’t possible as the antenna structure is proprietary.
This effect was verified with a knife edge test, similar to the one conducted
in Appendix D. An aluminum plate was scanned across the beam at various
depths above and below the focal point of the lens. The derivative with respect
to horizontal position (of the knife) was used to extract the beam profile as a
function of both depth and frequency. At each frequency, the location of the
focal point was achieved by searching for the depth corresponding to the smallest
beam waist. From this, it can be empirically found how much the focal point
drifts as frequency increases.
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Figure E.1: Diagram of a Gaussian beam showing that the radius of curvature
can vary when close to the beam waist
The second reason that the virtual source shifts can be explained by a simple
model for a Gaussian beam. The lens focuses THz energy to a focal volume;
and below this volume the beam diverges, as shown in Figure E.1. A Gaussian
beam model predicts that in the focal volume, the radiation propagates forward
as a plane wave that is tapered radially by a Gaussian profile, which equates
to an infinite radius of curvature of the diverging beam. Therefore, the radius
of curvature does not linearly grow with the depth below the focal point. The
electric field for a Gaussian beam is given as
E(λ, r, z) = E0
w0
w(z)
e
−r2
w2(z) e−ik(z+
r2
2R(z)
) (E.1)
where z is along the axial dimension of the Gaussian beam. The effective radius
of curvature, R, of the beam can be written as
R(z, λ) = z[1 + (
1.222π2fnumλ
z
)2]; (E.2)
where fnum is the f-number of the lens. Therefore, the radius of curvature becomes
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greater as function of frequency.
Figure E.2: Virtual source drifting as a function of frequency. E-plane and H-
plane curves are generated using measured focal points and predicting radius of
curvature using Gaussian beam theory. SAR maximum amplitude was obtained
from 3-D ball bearing image to find location of virtual source.
The effect of the beam waist (focal point) drifting and the radius of curvature
increase are distinct events; and both have an impact on virtual source location.
Although one of these effects (focal point) was determined empirically by a knife
edge test, both drifting mechanisms can be combined to estimate the effective
virtual source height, which is plotted below in Figure E.2 for E-plane (green) and
H-plane (red). For comparison, a small ball bearing 1 mm in radius was imaged
in a SA configuration (roughly 1 cm below the broadband focal point location).
At each frequency, a depth profile of the ball bearing is created. The maximum of
each depth profile is plotted in Figure E.2, and provides an independent measure
of effective virtual source location, relative to the lens.
Considering that the virtual source drifts away toward the lens inversely pro-
portional to frequency, it makes sense that it drifts linearly away from the source
as a function of wavelength, λ. To mitigate the issue of a moving virtual source,
a simple linear model is constructed of the virtual source position as a function
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of frequency. The estimated radius of curvature, Rˆ(z), can be written as
Rˆ(z) = Rz0 + kλ. (E.3)
where k is the fitting factor, and Rz0 is the radius with wavelength equal to zero.
The linear fit and the maximum of each SA depth profile are plotted as a function
of wavelength in Figure E.3.
Figure E.3: Use a linear fit to address virtual source drift as a function of wave-
length.
Figure E.4(a) below shows an image plotting the real portion of the narrow-
band focused field directly over the ball bearing as a function of both focusing
depth and frequency as computed from (5.4). This striation pattern is reasonable
showing strong constructive interference at the true focal depth of 1 cm. However,
one can notice the amplitude modulation that drifts as a function frequency.
Using (E.3) to correct for this, a new striation pattern can be computed, shown
in Figure E.4(b). The new striation pattern shows the amplitude modulating the
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(a) (b)
Figure E.4: (a) Uncorrected striation pattern plotting SA focused field as function
of both focusing depth and wavelength. The field oscillates between negative and
positive values across depth and frequency. However, the field is in-phase across
frequency only at one depth. (b) Corrected version of striation pattern using
(E.3).
real portion of the field to be leveled out. In effect, this increases efficiency because
the average real portion of the field is higher after correction. After broadband
averaging from (5.7), the peak corresponding to the 1 cm will be higher, with the
sidelobes and local minima occurring roughly the same as without the correction.
Figure E.5 shows the narrowband depth profile corresponding to a SA image of
a small ball bearing at 0.3 THz (in blue). Also shown in Figure E.5 is depth profile
with and without the correction factor described in (E.3) with a frequency average
of 0.3-0.5 THz (shown in green and red, respectively). Clearly the correction is
improving the efficiency with these bandwidths. However, for most practical
bandwidths, such as those used to produce images in Section 5.4, this correction
factor is negligible.
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Figure E.5: Depth profile of corresponding to the center of a single frequency SA
image of a small ball bearing shown in blue. Uncorrected and corrected depth
profiles are shown in green and red, respectively.
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Appendix F
Synthetic-Aperture Refraction Correction for Dielectric Structures
All SA imaging formulations have been presented assuming the propagation
paths were contained in free space. However, results in Section 5.3 and 5.4 used an
alternative method to take account refraction of a planar dielectric/air interface.
Using geometric optics, a THz ray first propagates from the sensor position to
the surface and then penetrates (while refracting) into the dielectric filler. There
are two different ray paths involved in this situation, as shown in Figure F.1. The
comprehensive optical path is altered after accounting for refraction.
Snells Law relates the incident angle of a ray from material with permittivity,
ǫ0, into a material with filler permittivity, ǫf , which can be written as
√
ǫ0 sin(θ1) =
√
ǫf sin(θ2), (F.1)
or
√
ǫ0
√
x21 + y
2
1
d1
=
√
ǫf
√
x22 + y
2
2
d2
, (F.2)
where θ1 is the incident ray and θ2 is the refracted ray. Both are measured
with respect to the filler materials’ surface normal. A cross sectional view of
both incident and refracted rays can be seen in Figure F.1. Using the paraxial
approximation which assumes θ is relatively small (generally less than 15 degrees),
(F.2) becomes
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Figure F.1: Cross-sectional view of a light ray entering dielectric filler material,
with relative permittivity, ǫf , and scattering off an particle within filler material.
√
ǫ0
√
x21 + y
2
1
z1
=
√
ǫf
√
x22 + y
2
2
z2
(F.3)
Recall that
√
x21 + y
2
1 and
√
x22 + y
2
2 have to add to the horizontal components
of ~Rmn subtracted from ~rhjl in (5.4). This can be written as
|~Rmn(x, y, 0)− ~rhjl(x, y, 0)| =
√
x21 + y
2
1 +
√
x22 + y
2
2. (F.4)
Substituting into (F.3), the horizontal distance the ray travels free space above
the filler material,
√
x21 + y
2
1, can be written as
√
x21 + y
2
1 =
|~Rmn(x, y, 0)− ~rhjl(x, y, 0)|
(1 +
√
ǫ0
ǫf
z2
z1
)
(F.5)
Therefore, the total path length for the ray above the interface can be written
as
d1 =
√
(x21 + y
2
1) + z
2
1 . (F.6)
And the path length inside the filler material, d2, can be written similarly.
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The total effective optical path length can be written as d1 +
√
ǫfd2. Now, these
two path lengths can be combined with different phase velocities into a new SA
imaging formulation. The modified SA imaging kernel can be described by
ei2k0[d1+
√
ǫfd2], (F.7)
where d1 and d2 depend the refractive index of the filler medium and each com-
bination of sensor position and imaging pixel.
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